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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
RESPITE IS WANTED
FOR GEORGE HOLLAND,
CONDEMNED MURDERER
Needed As a Witness For
01 1, Prosecution Against Oth
-
er Negroes.
A press despatch from Ferenefort
says: "It Is said that Gov. Beckham
will be asked to respite George ,Hol-
land, the Chrietian county negro un-
der sentence to be hanged on Janu-
ary It, next, for complicity in 'the
urder of an unknown man near
illirPembroke. Holland made a confes-
sion implicating several others of his
race in the crime, which was an atro-
cious one, and the purpose of the re-
spite will he to secure his testimony
in the trial of the other negroes "
I.
MACEDONIA NOTES.
.•••••••,•••••/
Matiedoaia, Ky., Dec.7—The yGung
people of this place anticipate a good
time at a looked-for Christmas tree
at Macedonia church on Christnise
Eve.
:4
w
1• re. Murphy and Son have:put
her grist mill in Macedonia.
Th  means more bread for the chil-
dren and more improvements for our
town.
htoCarroll & Cline are under head-
,4 way driving an entry into their coal
baulk.
\ The literary society of this place
voutinues to be of much Interest and
Nenefit to both the young and old.
fr. J. D. Cappe showed the writer
..,......e well-developed ears of corh that
were growing on one stalk.
It seems that the people of this vi-
cinity had a "hog-killing time" last
week—from the way they butchered.
We see that our merchants have
an eye on Christmas, as holiday
goods are now very plentiful on their
°minters and ln their show-cases.
Leap year is almost gone and no
lady has yet proposed to either John
W. McCarron or F. W. Cato! ,
The recent rain was much appreci-
ated in this part of the county.
—WritiTe. M.N.
WAR NEWS.
(Cablegram.)
TOK 10, Dec. 8.—The headquarters
of the Japanese army in fr
ont of
Arthur has reported confirming
disabling of the Russian battle-
ships Retvissn and Poltava and stat-
ing that the cruiser Bayer' is agrou
nd.
The battleship Peresviet is also 
re-
ported sunk and the cruiser Pallodet
is out of action. The beseigers hav
e
upied Akanaka hill to which the
limitary, retreated after losing 203
'titer hill. Other points of import-
Auca are 
said to have been occupied.
December 6 there was an armis-
tice of five hours for the removal o
f
,the dead.
Suy Millions of Pounds.
Messrs. W. O. Dunning, of Farms-
vine, Va., and E. R. Tandy, of Clar
ks-
' tills, Tenn., arrived in t
he city itee.
terday and are at the Palmer
. The
two gentlemen are th
e big tobacco
Thal who represent Ital
ian govern-
- 
moat in this portion of the
 United
States, and they are now visi
ting
thsir different buyers in We
st Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, 
and making
iterSpgetnents for the millions of
of weed they ship abroad
year.—Pad nosh Register. •
CALM 'IP CI= Z.A.•mot
HOI KIN SVILLE, CHRISTIAN
•
All the news that's fit to print.
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IT'S Htt KILLING TIME AND THE OH BAILEY HERE
COUNTRY PEOPLE ARE LIVING HIGH.
IKE everything
else produced in
Christian county
the hogs are just
a little bit finer
than those grown
any where else
and the various
juicy and tempt-
ing cuts nsie a little better taste.
The recent cold snap followed 
by
bright days has been taken adva
nt-
age of by the farmers for their 
an-
nual hog killing. No event of 
the
year compels more genuine wo
rk
than this, neither Is there anythin
g
coining in the regular line of farm
duties which gives more pleasure
 or
is more enjoyed, not only by the
farmer and his immediate family but
by the entire neighborhood. For
months the hogs have been fattening
VOLUME XXXV, NO. 9
QUALIFIES AS FIRST AS-
SISTANT PHYSICIAN.
and have been ready for the slaugn- Hes Had Valuable Experi-
ter some time, their owoers merely once In Asylum Work at
waiting for a seasonable spell of Lakeland Institution.
weather. In the vicinities where
hog killing has taken place the !O-
dious spareribs and backbones, saus-
age, etc., have been sent to nearly
every house, as it Is a time-ho:iored
custom that generous samples of the
fresh meat shall be sent to all the
neighbors. Hopkinsville citizens
are also reaping benefits as every
grocery and market house is well
an
SUIT FOR $1,000
AGAINST A SLEIPINC CA
R
COMPANY
Mrs. Boales Failed to C
et
Stateroom For III
Husband.
The liability of a eleepingcar com
-
pany to pay darneges to a wife 
for
the embarrassment and mortifi
ca-
tion of giving medicine to her ilival
-
id husband in an ordinary compart-
ment i5 Involved in the suit of Mrs.
Alma J. Boales, of Sheboygan,Mich„
against the Pullman company oil
trial before Judy Seaman at Mil-
waakee. Mrs. Boales accompanied
her husband, the late Dr. Archie
Boeles, who had been ill, from Cleve-
land to Hopkinsville in August, 1903.
She alleges that she bought a state-
room, but was compelled to ride in
the ordinary compartment and asks
to, $3,000.
Mr. M. D. Boales, father of the de-
ceased, brought suit last summer
against the Cumberland Telephone
company for $1,000, alleging inabili-
ty to secure proper telephone c
on-
nection between Guthrie and Hop-
kinsville in order to arrange comforts
and conveniences here while Dr.
Bowles was being brought to this
city. The suit was dismissed on gen-
eral and special demurrers. An ap-
peal was granted, but the case has
not been taken to the higher court.
Notes AboutPeoplt
(From Thursday's 1)ailv.1
Mir-M. A. Mason spent yesterday
in Clarksville.
Mrs. E. H. Coffey has returned to
Mr. W. A. Wilgus went to Clarks-
ville last night to attend the Elks'
minstre's.
Miss Rose Carpenter, of Hopkins-
ville, who has been visiting Miss
Mary Philips is spending a few days
with Mrs. Eva Page, on East Chest-
nut street.—Bowling Green Times-
Journal.
Mr. A. M. Cooper has gone to Tex-
as on a business trip.
Mrs. H. L. McPherson and little
son are visiting Mrs. Joel D. Mc-
Pherson in Madisonville.
'Squire John Cavanaugh and sons,
Messrs. S. N. and W. T. Cavanaugh,
of Kelly's were in the city Wednes-
day.
E. L. Ragsdale, of Pembroke, was
in the city yesterday.
Mr. William Wilson, of Oracey,
was in the city today.
Mr. Howard Stowe, of Julien, is in
the city today.
IWITTON TRIAL.
(Eirecial to New Era.)
LEXINGTON, Ky., Dec. 8.—The
trial of Bill Britton, c;isrited with
Jamesthe assassination of Di 
Cookrill, at Jackson, ejtveral years
ago, was continued today until the
Jimmy tans of loan.
t 4.44
Tollsco mAnET.
This week was another uneventful
one on the local rob iceo market,
there being again no public offerings
at any of the warehouses. All the
trading done was between dealers,
but the prices paid were, in Vie ma-
jority of instances, slightly stronger.
'rhe inspectors' report is as follows:
Receipts for the week, 80 hogsheads;
receipts for the year, 14,345 hogs-
heads; sal•-s for the week, 128 hogs-
heads; sales for the year, 13,700 hogs-
Dr. A. A. Bailey, who was recently
appointed by Gov. Beckham as first
isesiertant physician of the iWestern
Kentucky Asylum for the Insane,
has arrived in the city, and entered
yesterday upon the discharge of his
duties. At the monthly business
meeting of the board of commission-
ers, Dr. Bailey presented hie creden-
tials and formally qualified by tak-
iLg the oath of office prescribed by
law before a notary public. The new
physician succeeds Dr. W. A. Lockey.
Dr. Bai4ey's home is in Franklin
county and he gave up a lucrative
practice to accept the position on the
staff of asylum physicians. He has
had valuable experience as as alien-
ist, having been assistant physician
at the Lakeland asylum. Dr. Bailey
Is about forty years of age and is un-
married.
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN—
We pay $20 per 1000 cash for copying
at home. No mailing or canvassing.
Material furnished. Particulars free.
I mper1 IS ilt C 29 W 42da pec a y o., . ,
heads. street, N. Y. 7d3twl
FOR PIPE OR CIGARETTE
SMOKING!
T7 ITI
We Recommend The Above.
For Sale by
L. L. Elgin, - - • Druggist
John A. Kinkead, - - Grocer
Thomas Datillo, - Confectioner
Clark & Johnson, - - Grocers
T. J. Vowel!, - - • - Grocer
Ray & Fowler, - - Druggists
W. T. Cooper & Co., - Grocers
Frank Mays, - - Confectioner
J. R. Hawkins, - • Grocer
Cook & Higgins, - Druggists
Pat Skarry, - - - Bakery
Chas Dattilo, - - Confections
P. J. Breslin, - Gonfections
L. A. Johnson, - • Drnggist
0•111•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
• We guarantee:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
to sell goods as CHEAP as you 2
•
i
can get them at any cut price I,
sales and we have a large and i
beautifu stock of Dress Goods, i
Cloaks and Furs and Ladies •
1 and Gentlemen's Underwear.
Call and get our prices before :
•
you buy elsewhere.
•
T. M. JONES, •
•
1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1
LIGHT
DRIVING
HARNESS
We have just received an elegant line of fine
light driving harness. Prices run from
$12.50itol$27.50.
Some beauties in this shipment. If you want
something extra nice come and see what we
have. ¶We also offer a strong, very servicea-
ble hand-made harness at
4 4 $13.50 4 4
See this if you want something extra strong.
Will make some vary cllose prices on heavy
WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
BRIDLES, SADDLES, ETC.
We also sep. Buggie
cheaper tha4 anybody
GETIOUR 'PRICES
BEFORE 61.1VING!
S. MAIN.
11••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
• When Other Cigars Can't Please
•
•
•
TRY A
.............
......
I Gold Standard
FIVE CENT CIGAR.
I Always the Same! Always the Best!
1100.0.••••••••••••••
House Work Is Hard Work without 001.1) DUST.
vot 8 Are+ .
4tuumilierimitiukski66.. arrs.arram!rumusaso
sssm#111110hea,40..0
_
In every town
and village
may be had,
the
Mica
Axle
Grease
that makes your
horses glad.
1
4444•444444+++4444444444.4.44
other's
Fine
Candies
We have just secured the
exclusive agency in Hop-
kinsville for GUNTHER'S
HIGH GRADE CANDIES
and will receive a large
shipment of these goods di-
rect from the factory this
week.
THERE IS •
NONE BETTER
The reputatioa of Gunth-
er's Candies is too well
known and established to
reqaire a lengthy spiel as to
their quality. There's none
better on the market, and
we will hava a full assort-
ment of packages rangiug
from one half to five pounds
Don't pay fancy and ex or
bitant prices for otoer can-
dies when you eau get
other's for
60c lb.
IRay (0,Fowler.
*+44444444444++444++i 44444
CAN YOU
JUDGE DRUGS?
Can you tell hy looking at a pre-
scription whether or not it was tlllud
right?
Can 5,0u tell by tasting it?
Vou can't, can you?
You are at the mercy of yoer drug-
gist entirely. For this reason you
should select a drug atcre where
quality and purity are watchwords;
where accuracy is strictly observed
In every detail. You will find 'these
essentials here. Added to them you
will find a courteous service and
prices as low as you mignt often pay
elsewhere for Inferior goods. Physi-
cians may telephone their prescrip-
tions to us and the medicine will be
promptly delivered. Anyhody may
telephone for our messenger to come
for a prescription, and when filled,
deliver the medicine.
Our telephone toimenra are: Cum-
berland, 63; Horn. 1061.
YOUR DRUGGISTS,
L. A. JOHNSON 41 CO.
ODD FELLOWS BUILDING.
4 44++4 44++++++444444-4444+4
We Haw I
Them
Vaccine Points
and Shields
Sulphur, Fumigators
and other disin-
fectants
COOK & 1-110GINS,Druggists.
Both 1 Home, 1215.
Phones 1 Cumberlaud, oe.
+444+++++++.4.4.4.
ON NEW FIRE DEPART-MENT AND JAIL.
Prison Nearly Ready For Use Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup
—Foundations for School has been used in thousands of homes forBuilding are Laid. fifty-two Years with perfect confidence
and the most remarkable results.
' he work of building the new fire
department headquarters on East
Ninth street is being rushed as fast
as possible and already the walls are
about ready to receive the second
floor joists. The building will be
finished In brick and stone and that
portion of the front which is already
erected gives evidence of the beauty
claimed for the structure when •otri-
plet ed.
The new jail building is nearly
ready for the finishing touches
and it will now be only a short
time before it is ready for occupancy.
'this jail has been pronounced by
competent judges to be one of the
finest and most complete from every
point of view in the state. Beauty
of architecture has not been neglect-
ed and the front and general outline
of the exterior of the structure pre-
sent a most attractive appearance.
The foundation for the handsome
public school building to be erected
out on West Seventh street has been
laid, and work on the building is
progressing rapidly.
Cures Blood and Skin Dis-eases, Itching Humors,Eczema, Scrofula, Etc.
Send no money—simply write and
try Botanic Blood Balm at our ex
pense. A personal trial ,of Blood
Balm is better than a thousand prin-
ted testimonials, so don't hestitate
to write for a free sample.
If you suffer from ulcers, eczema,
scrofula, blood poison, cancer, eating
sores, itching skin, pimples, boils,
bone pains, swellings, rheumatism,
catarrh, or any blood or skin disease,
we advise you to take Botanic Blood
Balm (B. B. B.) Especially recom-
mended for old, obstinate, deep-seat-
ed cases of malignant blood or skin
diseases, because Botanic Blood
Balm (B. B. B.) kills the poison in
the blood, cures where all else fails,
Iloilo every sore, makes the blood
pure and rich, gives the skin the rich
glow of health. B. B. B., the most
perfect blood purifier made. Thor-
oughly tested for 30 years. Costs $1
per large bottle at drug stores. To
prove it cures, sample of Blood Balm
sent free by writ. t Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, Ga. Deecribe trouble and
free medical advice sent in settled
letter. pli-This is an honest offer—
medicine sent at once, prepaid.
REGULAR MEETING
OF CITY COUNCIL, HELDLAST NICHT
(From Saturday's Daily)
The regular monthly meeting of
the city council was held last night.
All the members of the board were
present and Mayor Henry presided.
The usual reports were received and
accounts allowed. Mr. A. B. Benton,
the newly elected councilman from
the Seventh ward was sworn in and
assutred his duties. A contract was
closed with the Forbes Manufactur-
ing Company for the erection of the
new fire department building to cost
$6.105.60. The saloon license for 1905
was fixed at S593. Sixteen licenses
were granted, and two applications
will be acted on at the next meeting
The council will meet December 9
to elect policemen and firemen for
the ensuing year.
A full discussion of the smallpox
was held, and the council will coop-
erate fully with the health board in
stamping out the disease.
The following committee, for 1905
were appointed by May or Henry:
Finance—Galbreath, Whitlow and
Benton; Street and Sidewalk—Da-
vis, Twyman and Galbreath; Water
and Light—Whitlow, Jackson and
Glass; Fire Department—Twy man,
Jackson and Glass; Cemetery—Da
via, Twyman and Galbreath; Build.
big Permits—Jackson, Benton and
mass; Orievances—Galbrt ath, Ben-
ton and Whitlow; Workhouse—Da-
i .
ElaWItt's.lett SalveFor Piles, Burns, Sore..
The great success of this remedy is due
to the fact that its formula (which con-
s' eta f Buchu ,dran ea 11Iandrakeo ) X
i Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Sarsaparilla,
Gentian, Senna and Iodide of Potassium)
has been freely published.
Doctors and Druggists everywhere do
not hesitate to recommend a preparation
which they know contains the best-
known remedies for correcting all irreg-
ularities of the Liver, Kidneys or Blood,
and the diseases caused by the failure of
these functions to perform their proper
work.
Thousands of sick ones to whom lite
has been a burden have written grateful
letters that others might profit by their
experience.
BLOOM ING Cuova, Tex., Nov. '13, 1902.
Pwas suffering terribly with indigestion and
kidney trouble and sent to my druggist for
something to relieve me. aAs he sent me it package of Dr. Thacher's
Liver and Blood Syrup I concluded to try it,
and now I am deeply grateful to my druggis:
as well as to you.
I had been a sufferer from these things sail
a general run-down condition for ten years,
and had only received temporary relief from
other medicines. But after using not quite ti
packages of your Liver and Blood Syrup I fecl
as stout and hearty as lever did in illy lilt, and
Jam satisfied that lam entirely cured I 'eel
no symptoms whatever of kidney trouble. ri,‘,1
my digestion is as good as any living man's.
I can now eat whatever I choose.
I never had any remedy give me such quick
and permanent relief, and lean not put a cor-
rect estimate on the value your medicine has
been to me. I would not take any amount of
money for it. Very gratefully yours
J. C. BROWN.
lt yoy need,, medicine write to-riesy far a
free sample bottle and "Dr. Thacher's
ilettlth Book."
Give symptoms for adrift...
We simply ask you to try It at our ex-pense. We know what it will do.
l'or sale by ill Druygists—tsco si-es-60
cents and $1.00.
• T11.4011Elt MEDICINE CO.,
( ertIrs n000n. Tents.
FRIDRI,JRN.131
HOLLAND HANGS.
COV. BECKHAM NAMESDATE OF EXECUTION.
Broods Over Fate In DarkestCorner of HisCell.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 2.—
George Holland, the condemned ne-
gro murderer, of Christian county,
whose case has been affirmed by the
court of appeals, is to be hanged on
Friday, January 13, next.
Gov. Beckham fixed this date up-
on receiving the mandate of the ap-
pellate court.
Holland was indicted and convict-
ed of complicity in the murdt r of an
unknown man near Pembroke.
Jailer John Boyd Friday afternoon
broke the news to George Holland
that Gov. Beckham had set Friday,
January 13, as the date on which he
should be hung.
The jailer said: "ei lorge, the gov-
ernor has set Friday, January 13, as
the day for you to be hung. If you
have any arrangements you want to
make, you had better be making
them as there is only about five
weeks left for you."
The old negro merely answered,
"Yea, sir," and went back into the
darkest corner of his cell and took
his seat.
He was not overcome by the awful
message, but accepted it in a very
quiet and resigned spirit.
All the other prisoners in the jail,
among whom are Dick Carney and
Frank Meriwether, who were recent-
ly given a new trial by the court of
appeals, heard the news and the
dropping of a pin could have been
heard through the prlson, so silent
were they.
Holland has paid much attention
to making his preparations since the
court of appeals affirmed the sen-
tence pronounced against him by the
Christian 3ircuit court and has held
frequent consultations with his spir-
itual adviser, Rev. Ben Oarrott, col-
ored. He has proven a tractable
prisoner in every respect during the
months he has been under Jailer
Boyd's care, never having given his
keepers the least bit of trouble.
P" HON FENTON sims
ff"
wi
DIES AT HIS HOME IN CADIZ. 
A Remedy That No One Is
Afraid To Take,
Stricken With Paralysis
While Making Speech.---
Hart Bronaugh Dead.
(From Saturday's Daily)
The Hun. Fenton Sinn+ died of pa •
ralysie Fr Mae at his home, in Cadiz,
after an illness of nearly three
months duretion. He was strieloni
with paralysis lit thecourt and never
rallied from the fatal shock.
Fenton Sims was born in Cahalan
county, Ky., about 1836, and ineved
to Wallonia when it small boy. He
attended the law Felluol at Louis-
ville from which he was graduated.
After teaching school in several
places in this county he went to Ca-
diz and entered info the practice of
his professsion, and succeeded so
well that he we.. ru cogiiized as one
of the foremost lawyers in aeuth-
western Kentucky. He served one
term ill the lower house of the legis-
lature alio also two terms in the sen-
ate. Ile was a lifelong Democrat and
had aiways worked hard for its suc-
cess. He wise popular, especially
with he bar of the courts where he
practiced.
Mr. Sims was married November
7, 1867, to Miss Siddle Redd, the eld-
est daughter of Thomas B. Redd,
Will) represented T1 igg county two
terms in the Kentucky I3gislature
By this union two children were
born, Mrs. H. B. McKinney arid
Harry Sims.
Mr. Sims was the senior member
of the law firm of Sims and Thotnas
at Cadiz, and of Sims and Thompson
at Murray. He was one of the coun-
sel in the Willis murder case, for
the defense, and while making the
closing argument fur that side
Thursday afternoon, September 16,
last, he was stricken with paralysis.
The funeral will take place San-
Jay afternoon. The remains will be
burled in the Cadiz cemetery.
A telegram from Newton, Ill., ah-
nouncesithe death there of Mr. Hart
U. Bronaugh of pneumonia. He
was a former citizen of Hopkinsville
and was born Li Christian county.
His mother, Mrs. Eliza Brasher,
and Ins two sisters live in Now Mex-
ico. He bares a widow. Mr. Bro-
naugh traveled for the Winchester
Arms Company, of Springfield,
Mass., and was attending a gun club
shoot at,Newton, at the time he was
taken sick. He was thirty-six years
of age. The remains will he iii terred
Sunday at Padue.ah under the aus-
pices of the Elk's lodge.
HUNTERS [ERIE.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Messrs. C. 0. Prowse, A. S Gent
Alex Overehmer. Vitus Oates, Ed-
gar Renshaw, T. J. Tate, C. R Clark,
L. E. Fowler and James Petty will
leave tonight for Itta Bens, Miss .
near which place they will spend
several days in hunting deer, tur-
keys, ducks and smaller game. Their
camp equipment was shipped yester-
day and they expect a most en-
joyable time. Bill Moore. the well
known colored cook, will be in
cLarge of the culinary department.Fire Near Cerulean.
•
Fire destroyed the dwelling of Mr.
J. Monroe Smith three miles west of
Cerulean'on the Cadiz road Wednes-
day afternoon about three o'clock.Will Wed.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Two marriage licenses were issued
this mern.ng by County Clerk
Prows°. One is to Mr. E. H. Ellis
and Miss I. F. Hancock, of Weaver's
Store, Tenn., who will be married to-
morrow at the home of the bride by
the Rev. J. 0. Joiner.
The other is for the marriage of
Mr. W. J. Brasher and Miss Delia
Teague, of Maunington. The cere-
mony will be pronounced at the
home of the bride by her father,
Rev. W. 0. Teague.
•
•
•
•
 J. T. WALL (1C1. CO.
• OUTFITTER S TO
•
• 
PARTICULAR
Take-Down Rel)eating Shotgun&The notion that one must pay from fifty dollars upwards in ceder 10 geta good shotgun has been pretty effectively dispelled since the advent ofthe Winchester Repeating Shotgun. These guns are sold within reachof almost everybody's purse. They are safe, strong, reliable and haw*When it comes to shooting qualities no gun made beats the= Thigt4are made in 12 and 16 gauge. Step into a gun store in.anoatsdedxanabaseashomems.FREE: Send name and address on a Postai card for oar larg WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. 14EW HAVEN, CON&
:••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• If You Don't Bur Clothing f. rim J.
Don't Buy Clothing
• PEOPLE.
• 
•
:Unmistakably
:Ditferent•
That is the deep and well-
• founded conviction in the
:public mind regarding the
• CORRECt
CLOTHES
• Hand tailorad by Schloss
• Bros & Co, Baltimore.
• They are markedly sttpe•
ior iti style and worknian-
• ship to other makes of ready-
• to wear apparel.
•
• 
Don't be deceived by the clothing pictures you
see in the magazine advertisements. Take these
IP elaborate illustrationt and coral are t:ier with the
:clothes they claim to represent and watca the effect
*upon your opinion.
:
"Fine pictur( s do not make clothes," is one of
the Schloss slogans Thiel make of clothing stand.;
Son the genuine quality actUally found in each gar-
• ment.
The suit shown in the illustration but faintly
represents the latest shape of Double Breasted Sack
We have it in the popular browns and fancy mix-
tures
T. WALL & CO. You
Right.
Z;CIILOSS
fine Clot
BALTI/1017f
From $15 U
• "Drop in and let us talk
it over."
•
•
J. T. WALL &•• •
ONLY 20 LEFT
4
•
Think of it, yoip can buy a 1904
job up-to-date Vehicle now for cost.
No white elephant or little snake's'
sting, but as we say COST. Come
and see them and be convinced but
that you may be able to get a kind
of an idea. Price some buggies from
other houses and ee what they ask
for obsolete jobs and then come and
look at ours and note the difference.
Nothing but 1904 jobs on our floor.
Planters Hardware Pie\
Hopkinsville, Ky.
-a.
• as...
\`111GLETOM"LONG
PASS,* AWAY AT HIS
NOM IN CROFTON
f One of the Early Settlers In
The Community and
v Widely Known.
From 'Nest, y's Daily.
Thomas M. Long, widely known
isi North Christian as "Uncle Tom"
Long, is dead.
ik Re passed away yesterday after-
0000 at 5:30 o'clock at his home in
Craton. He was a victim of Bright's
Afiegiase, and had been an invalid for
. months. His death causes general
repot in the communIty in which tr.:
lived, for every one who knew him
VMS his friend.
. Mr. Long was about 75 years of age
t*go thsad was one of e early settlers of
*Crofton vicinity. He had been a
,fanner all his life up to a few years
when he retired from active pur-
, ' ults on account of failing health.
14
 
Ho leaves a widow and one son. The
: 
/
. funeral services were held this after-
noon et two o'clock at the late resi-
dence, and the remains were interred
in the Long burying grounds near
li 
'Crofton.
WHERE MILLIONS
ARE MADE.
Interesting Letter That May Mean
Much to Residents of
Hopkinsville
Probably there is not a reader of
the New Era who has not heard of
rtunes made in the Beaumonttigk
o ids. While the tales of for-
tunes tpdoitly made are interesting,
they are really not half as valuable
to our readers as the following letter
from L. K. Preston, president of the
Clasiwell-Preston Drug company, of
'Beaumont, one of the largest whole-
and ftitati houses in Texas
Mr. Preston writes "Enclosed you
will find a letter that came to us no-
solicited from J. C. Reeves. 770 Pearl
I have known Mr. Reeves for
feral years. lie is a reliable magi
id very happy over his fortune.
"r'About four years ago,' writes Mr.
Reeves, 'I lost the hearing in my
right .ear and about. three or four
'mouths ago may left ear h.carne al-
toast as had. In feet, I arse so bad
i that people had to shout at me to
make rue hear. 1 had about given
up in despair all hopes of ever recov-
ering Illy hearing when I saw that
you recommended Hymned. I used
two bottlee and ean now hear my
witch tick with either ear, and my
bearing is now all right. This deaf-
ness must have been caused from
catarrh, for it is now cured. Hy-ornei
certainly. does *hat you claim tor
it...,
Hymned has made many (-Mee of
catarrh, end in combinatioe with
Hyouiei halm, of catarrhal deafness
in Hook bum lie auto nearby imam...
L. L. Elgin gives his personal g9ar-
antee I" refund the money should It
not give quick relief. The complete
Hyomei outfit coats hut one dollar,
while extra bottles csn be obtained
for fifty ceots. n22-29 18
___—
.., 
Broker Rosiest' Report.
Editor New Era:—The first half of
month's trading was light, last elf
came etro7.ger with an advance e 26
75sceilte and holders sold some.
\rho last week showed another ad-vance, 50 to 76 and sales were, larger
'Niels sellers offering sparingly.
Sacks are scarce and prices strong
4111I outlook good for further ad-
vance. The stocks on 8ale, 1903 crop
about 500 hhde, light and brown col-
ors fine condition. The 1902 stock is
short to medium length, dark leaf,
fair to good cordition. Lugs all kinds
11011Yee, light colors scarce in new
crop.
Logs—low 825 to 854); common,
II 50 to 8 76; medium, 4 to 425; good,
4 NI to 475.
Last-4 25 to 4 76; common, 4 76 to
676; medium, 8 to 7 50; good 776 to
1166; wrappers, cutters and selects,
9 to 12.
Planters organizing rapidly and
prices will be higher. Some few sales
6 26, 0 60, 750 round. Bulk of crop
will hold for 14, 10 and 12 round.
f WANTED—Position as clerk in
ag store in Kentucky by a regis-4rri42.
harmacist, ten years as pro-
Address, S. A. Gallemore,
1,19. KY. am wl
t
TAINTED
BLOOD
Columbus, Ohio, May le, 1903.
Some four years ago I was suffering
from impure blood and a general run-
down condition of the system. I had no
appetite, was losing flesh, and had an all.
gone tired feeling that made me misera-
ble. I began the use of S . S. S., and
after taking seven or eight bottles my skin
was cleared of all eruptions and took on a
ruddy, healthy glow that assured me that
my blood had been restored to its nor-
mal, healthy condition. My appetite was
restored, as I could eat anything put be-
fore me, and as I regained my appetite
I increased in weight, and that' tired feel-
ing" which worried Inc so much disap-
peared, and I was once again my old self.
I heartily recommend S. S. S. as the
best blood purifier and tonic made, and
strongly advise its use to all those in need
of such medicine. Vic'roa STUBSINS.
Cot. Barthsnan and Washington Ayes.
Wheeling, W. V., May 28, 1903.
Mv system was rundown and my joints
ached and pained me considerably. I had
used S. S. S before and knew what it
was, so I purchased a bottle of it and have
taken several bottles and the aches and
pains are gone, my blood has been cleas-
ed and Iny general health built up. I can
testify to it as a blood purifier and tonic.
1333 Market St. JOHN C. STEIN.
If you have any
symptoms of dis-
ordered blood
write us and our
physicians will
advise you free.
Our book on
blood and skin
diseases sent free.
The Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.
Itr PERSONAL ilk
(From Saturday's Daily)
Miss Lavinia Oldham. of Tokio,
Japan, arrived here this mornilq.
She is to ts he a prominent part in
the missionary meetings at the
Christian church tomorrow and Mon-
day. Miss Oldham was born and
reared in Kentacky. She is the
guest of the Misses Hopper.
. 
__—
Rev. Archibald McLean, president
of the Foreign Christian Missionary
Society, posed through Hopkinsville
this morning en route to Princeton,
where lie is to speak tomorrow more-
Mg He will return to this place to-
morrow afternoon and speak at the
Christian church here tomorrow
night. He will be the guest during
bits visit here of Rev. H. D. Smith.
Hrs. H, M. Mason, of New York,
is the guest of her father, Rev. J. W.
Venable, on Virginia street.
President William H. Harrison,
of Bethel Male College, Russellville,
Is visiting his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Edmund Harrison.
Miss Lula Scott has returned to
her home in Kuttaws after a few
days' visit to Miss Coidie Shryer.
Col.. W. L. Bamberger has return-
ed from Chicago where he purchased
a big lot of goods for the Moayen.
company.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Buckner, of
Clarksville, spent yesterday hi the
city.
Miss Lillie Smyley has retorned to
Princeton after a visit to Miss Ada
Duncan.
Mr. 0 L. Bass, of Pensacola. Fla.,
is in the city.
Mrs. A. E. G'reer has returned to
Flopkineville, after a visit to her
daughter, Mrs. Ben A [kn.—Pad neigh
News-Democrat.
Cant. and Mrs. Willinm Blakey,
of Evansville, are visiting Dr. and
Mrs. T. W. Blakey.
Mr. John C. Day, of Louisville, is
visiting friends in the city.
Mr. I. F. Campbell, of Evansvale.
pent Sunday In the city.
From Tuesdays Daily.
Randolph Dade, son of Mr. Char-
ley Dade has gone to Louisville to
accept a responsible position in the
clerical department of the L. & N.
R. R.
Mr. Howara Pettue,district freight
agent of the T. C. R. R., is in the
CALEB POWERS WILL
HAVE ANOTHER TRIAL.
Opinion Signed By Majority of Appellate
Court Judges1Reverses Scott County
Verdict of Death --Dissenting
Opinion Is Read.
- - 
-
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 6.—The
court of appeals in a majority opinion
handed down today reverses the ver-
dict of the jury in the Scott circuit
court sentencing Caleb Powers. for-
mer Rerublican secretary of state,
to death on the scaffold for complici-
ty in the murder of Gov. William
Goebel.
The opinion was written by Judge
Barker.
Justices Paynter, Nunn and Hob-
son diRsent, and the dissenting opin-
ion was written by Judge Paynter.
CALEB POWERS.
—
IfJustices O'Rear and Barker each
wrote siparate epiiiions in addition
to the one which reverses the case.
The effect of the action of the court.
of appeals will be a new trial of the
case.
Powers has been tried and found
guilty three timfe. Twice he was
sentenced to life imprisonment and
on last trial: was condemned to die,
the proof showing that he deliber-
ately planned the murder of (Jov.
Goebel. Each time the Case has been
reversed by the Republican mem•
hers of the court ot appeals.
OFFICERS ELECTED
AND BUSINESS OF IMPOR-
TANCE TRANSACTED.
*(From Tuesday's Daily.)
The Modern Woodmen of America
met last night in their lodge r«on in
the Odd Fellows building for the
election of officers.
Important business was transact-
ed, and applications for membership
from seventeen citizens were favor-
ably acted upon.
Officers for the ensuing year were
elected as follows:
Consul, Herman Southall; adviser,
J. L. Shackelford; clerk, J. D. Hig-
gins; :beaker, W. W. Johnson; es-
cort, F. L. Robinson; watchman, J.
R. Wolfe; sentry, Bryant Baker.
Board of managers, L. R. Davis, W.
11 Clark, D. T. Cranor.
The local camp is in a flourishing
condition.
Suit For 1132 000.
I The Henderson law film of Stanley
dt Dorsey has brought suit for the
Ohio Valley Bank els Trust Company,
administrator of the estate of Will.
city. , lam Cox, deceased, against the WI-
_
nois Central Railroad Company. The
1 petition states that on the twenty- Methodist church. She was belovedthird day of last March Cox was on by a host of acquaintances. Fivei
a train used as n work train and had children survive her. Int
erment
I charge of a number of crossties took place this afternoon in the 
tarn-
which were on a freight car. In cross- ily burying ground at 2 o'cl
ock, fu-
neral services naving been conduct-
ing a bridge near Hopkineville the ed at the residence by Rev. W. F.
train was run in such a rough man- earthman.
!ner as to jar one of the ties loose and The infant daughter of Mr. and
allow it to slip out limn the oar and Mrs. C. W. Wallace, of Caledonia,
I strike one of the hangers of the died Friday night of membraneous
bridge. The tie was thrown back
i c 
and struck Cox on the head, knock- 
roup. Interment took place Satur-
day in the family burying ground.
ing him from the car and into a , see —
stream of water, from which his body 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++4
SCOTT'S EMULSION
makes pale, thin children fat
and chubby. Overcomes
wasting tendencies and brings
back rosy cheeks and bright
eyes.
It's surprising how quickly
children respond to Scott's
Emulsion. It contaigs just
the element of nourishment
their little bodies need. They
thrive on it.,
Even a few drops in the
baby's bottle have a notice-
able effect for good. Nothing
better than Scott's Emulsion
for growing children.
We'll said you a maple free upon request.
SCO'iT & BOWV, 409 Pearl Street, blew 'Vert.
OFFICIAL VOTE
OF KENTUCKY Is
ANNOUNCED.
(Special to New Era)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 6.—The
state election board. J. B Poyntz, of
Maysville. Judge James Breathitt,
of Hopkinsville, and Appellate Clerk
J. Morgan Chinn, announced the
official vote of Kentucky in the elec•
Lion held on the eighth day of last
month as follows;
Democrats    217,170
Republicans  205,277
Populists  2,511
Socialists  8,802
Prohibitionists   11,809
Social Labor  Sit
Deaths In County.
was later taken. The plaintiff states
that the estate of Cox was damaged
to the extent of $2,000, wherefore it
prays for $2,000.
Mr. A. 0. Stanley, one of the at-
torneys in the case, was here Friday
looking up evidence.
selliseeeeses-es neeseine
(From Monday's Daily.)
Mrs. Mary Lillian Gregory , writes
of the late Monroe Gregory, died last
night at her home near Church Hill.
She had been an invalid for nearly a
year from a complication of diseases
and tier death was not unexpected.
She was about forty years of age and
a consecrated member of the Hebron
Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,
ear, nose and throat. Test made
for glasses. Phoenix Bldg., Main
street, Hopkinsville.
113 • C2 Salve
Peso. Berm isle a
• ,••lam.t,
THE JOHN HOLLAND
GOLD PEN COMPANY
Is the Largest, Oldest an'-! Best Gold Pen and Fouatain
Pen manufacturers in the world,
Holland's Patent Disk Holeer.
Holland's Patent Fountaiu Pen.
Buy Holland's Gold Pens Only of the Authorized Agt.
M. D. KELLY
I Then you may be sure that you will not be
imposed upon with second-hand Gold Pens
—re-pointed and re-polished—to look like
NEW and sold ior SUCH.
NOTHING TO EQUAL THE
JOHN HOLLAND GOLD PEN.
.............................
...
:1 Toys Books Ii
I Games ••
:
• .
• •
•. Dolls! Dolls! Dolls! i
•0
• To Candles I•
• , •
•
• ...Pictures and Picture Frames... i
•
• 
, 
•
• You can have delicious Toastild Bread •
• 
•
 
by using the , 
•
 Banner Crispy TOaster •
•
•Suitable for any file, avoids burningthe bread and
•
• requires but little attention or fuel.
•
 Stove Dampers, 10c.
•
• Stove Elbows, only 10c e
•
•
• 
Coal Hods, 20c to 38c 1 .
• 
Shoe Soles, 10c pair •
"Ube RAC4ET1
• Joe P. P'Pool. Manager. 
•
•
1•11••••••••••••••••••1•••••••••1
AC' 
aaa; aro:.4.3a9a9...- • ,. 11 • • •
*to Our.
/.64‘ Art Display 31;
HIS season is something wonderful!
A collection far better than is us-
ually found in a town of this size. It
consists of original water colors from
the celebrated Italian artist Signni and
others of equal note. Knaffl's heads and
three-quarter lengths, Pastels, Crayons,
Photo Prints, Platnums and many oth -
ars. We would be glad for you to see
them. Drop in some time and we will
take pleasure in showing yoU the line.
Fine Pictures is !)ne of
Our Hobble
llopper & Kitchen.
******46 •Etc-****,
t.
is4***0k440i0% 44rgQi*iww-
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SKIN
RS
complete External and
Internal Treatment
ONE DOLLAR
Otalsisting of warm baths with'
tic
SOAP +
to cleanse the skin of
crusts and scales, and
soften the thickened cuti-
cle; CUTICURA Oint-
ment to instantly allay
itching, irritation, and
inflammation and soothe
and heal; and CUTI-
CURA Pills to cool and
cleanse the blood.
A Single Set, costing bed One Dollar,
is often sufficient to cure the most tortur-
ing, disfiguring skin, scalp, and blood
humon, eczemas, rubes, itching', and
Irritations, with loot of bait, from infancy
to age, when all else falls.
Sold throughout the world. Corkers Soap, Ur, 01n1.
weI , 30e., Beeolvent, 60r. (Is form of Chocolate Coated26. too vial of en) Depot. London, 27 Charter-Imam Sq. Para, 5 Rue de Is Pate; &ewe, 137 Columbus
POtt•r Drug a Chem Corp , Kole Prop.
SW ..rod tor "Hoe to Cure Torturing, DuaPtrinRaman Irene illAIK7 60 All&"
DeWitt
DeWitt Is the none to leo* feoysat mhen
you go to buy Witch Hived
DeWIn's witch Hazel Salve Is the
atrial sad only genuine. In fact
DeWItt'als the only Witch Hazel Salve
thin le made from the anadulteratall
Witch-Hazel
AU others are counterfelbe—base
lotions, cheap and worthless—even
dangerous. psw s witch HazelSalve
Is a specific for Piles; Blind, Bleeding,
Itching and Protruding Piles. Also Cuts.
Burns. Bruises. Sprains, Lacerations,
Contusions. Bolls. Carbuncles. Eczema,
Tatter. Salt Rheum, and all other Skis
Diseases.
SALVE
PRIMA RED B
E. C. DeWitt 4 Co., Chicago
Sold hv R. P. FfFtrdwick
It Is:In
Your Hand
Money depoeited eters) Is SS easily
reached by the rieht owner as though
it was in his owu pocket. It can be
drawn on at any time and any place.
But it. is mare from thieves
P LANTERS BANK
(ID, 1 RUST COMPANY
is equipped with modern burglar
and fire prof cretins which are zeal-
ously guarded eight anti day. The
manag•sreent Mentes absolute Becky.-
ity. linsitiEt46 is transacted on a safe
and eonservetive has is.
Palmer Graves,
-- 0 —
llopkiLsviIle Lime Works
wants to SELL you
LIME, CINDERS,
ROCK and DIRT
also BUY
CORD WOOD and
second-hand Barrels
PHONES---Home: Residence Mee;
Kiln 1268. Cumberland: Residence,
,504.
ONANLIS
ORIENTAL,
SE./XUAL
PILLS
Bill. Prompt, ann.?
dive for Impotence. Lose
of Manhood, Seminal
Emissions, 8permatorrnsa,
Metooutos, deif Distrust
Loss of Memory, do. WM
maks you a WONG, Wpm—
pus Man Price 41.00,
8°.••. 46 oo.
8psolui Directions Mal.mt
I th 11100/180, Adams
la&MTErLeassate 4a.
2949 Luca I Arm.
SLNQUIIIL • Sall
OR. M'CORMACK FINDS THAT
SITUATION IS WELL HANDLED
PAID A VISIT TO HOPKINS-
DOOR NOW LOCKED VILLE SUNDAY.
BUT THE HORSE, ALAS! IS
CONE
Reports Of the Health Offi-
cers.—Conditiors Are
Speedily Improving.
J. J. Stevenson, of South (From Monday's Daily)
Christian, Loses a Yalu- County Health Officer Jackson is
t in Croften today to superintend the
vaccination of the people of that
community. He telephoned the New
Era this afternoon that all known
cases of smallpox in the county are
now in the hospital. Dr. Jackson
wishes it impressed upon all teach-
ers that they are under the law in-
quired to see that every pupil has a
certificate of successful vaccieation.
City Health Officer Woodard re-
ports that two new cases among t s-
groes developed yesterday and were
taken at once to the hospital.
Dr. A. T. McCormack, secretary of
the state board of health was in the
city last night, having 'stopped over
by request of the local authorities on
his way home from Kansas where he
has been for two weeks.
Dr. McCormack stated that so far
as he could judge the situation
showed considerable improvement
and that he regarded that the crisis
had been reached and if the battle
was vigorously waged just now that
all danger of an epidemic would be
avoided.
Dr. McCormack further stated
that he saw no reason why all danger
of a quarantine should not be done
away with as reports of the county
board of health showed that the sit-
uation was well in hand. He very
emphatically stated, however, that
all developed cases should be sent to
the eruptive hospitals and that the
compulsory vaccination i be vigorous-
ly pushed.
Dr. McCormack also said a few
things to the people of Crofton who
have reTtired a certificate of vacci-
nation from all persons going to
that town from Hopkiusville. Dr.
McCormack stated over a phone to a
leading citizen of Crofton last night
that such a virtual quarantine with
wide) the board of health had noth-
ing whatever to do, was totally in
violation of the law and by taking
such a step the citizens of that town
laid themselves liable for heavy
damages. As a result of this
conversation all persons are now as
free to come and go to Crofton as
they ever were.
Clarksville people and papers have
been very busy ciiculating all kinds
of reports about the gravity of the
situatiod in this city and county but
have diligently euppreesed the facts
of their own condition. This is an-
other case of persons living in glass
houses and throwing stones. Yester.
day one of the most prominent citi
zene of Montgomery county, Tenn.,
who resides near Clarksville visited
relatives here and when asked about
the situation chore stated that New
Providence, Tenn., had at least
twenty cases and that Clarksville
and the county was equally well sup-
plied in propon ion and had not been
free from the disease for the past five
years. If this is the case, anti this
gentleman was certainly in a posi-
tion to know, Clarksville is in worst
shape than Hopkinsville, and its
county is in more serious condition
than Christian, for all cases in Clo
county are confined in hospitals
This gentleman said that the only
difference between the two was that
Clarkeville was keeping quiet and
saying nothing about theirs, while in
Hopkinsville no secret was made of
the matter. It is a well known fact
that the first cases which have ap-
peared in this county or city hailed
from Tennessee and it was only a
few days ago that a uegro was 1011 Ild
on East Ninth street here who came
front Montgomery county and who
was almost one big pustule.
able Animal.
(From Monday's Daily.)
J. J. Stevenson, living on the W.
S. Moore place on the Clarksville
pike, lost a very ;ealuable mare last
night, the animal being stolen front
his stable. The thief had no trouble
in securing an entrance as the door
of the stable was not hocked. The
doer of the hareem room however
was fastened and he did not take the
time or trouble to open it to secure
either a bridle or saddle. Mr. Steven-
son tracked his horse from the stable
through a wheat field to the pike but
there the tracks had been mingled
with others and so washed out by the
rain that the track was lost. He
came here this morning and put the
matter in the hands of the local po-
lice ahd every effort will be used to
apprehend the thief. The stolen ani-
mal was a dark bay mare, fifteen
and a half hands high and about six
years old. Mr. Stevenson has offered
a reward for her recovery.
MORE THAN FAIR.
Read L. L. Elgbi's Guarantee Bond
that Miona Will Cute/the Worst
Case of Dyspepsia.
The unique plan on which Miona
is sold is more than fair. Unless it
cures dyspepsia and all forms of
stomach trouble, the purchase price
Is returned at once in accordance
With the following guarantee bend
GUARANTEE BOND
I hereby agree to refund the !volley paid
for hil-o-na on return of empty bog. If
the purchaser tells me that it has failed
to cure Indigestion or stomach troubles.
This guarantee covers two boxes, or
month's treattnest. Price, 50c per box.
(Signed) L. L. ELUJN.
If it were not practically infalla-
lee in curing indigestion and the
melancholy, sleeplessness, and weak
nerves caused by that disease, Mr.
Elgin could not afford to sell the
remedy in th's way. His faith in the
medicine is so implicit that this
gearantee bond is given with every
box he sells.
Begin the IlEle of M ions today, as a
few days' treatment will give relief
abd its eolith; ut (I use perfect hvalth.
A WOMAN'S BACK.
The Allies and Pains Will Dims ppear
If the Advice of This H opktes-
vine Citizen is Followed.
A woman's back has many aches
and pains.
Most times 'tis the kidney's fault.
Backache in reality kidney ache;
That's why Doan' Kidney Pills
cure it.
Many Hopkiusville W01111-.11 know
this.
Read what one lots to say about.
Mies L. A. Hester of 212 East 14th
street says: "To walk for any dis-
tance or to overexert myself in any
way ietetisified the aching in my
back from which Twills» long time a
continual sefferer, and if I caught
cold k seemed to settle in the same
region and made me almost misera-
ble. When rising in the morning I
felt stiff and sore and often found it
difficult to dress myself. Another
symptom of tiny complaint was a
weakness of the kidneys which an-
noyed and distressed me beyond
words. I doctored but found little if
any relief until I tried Doan's Kid-
ney Pills which had been strongly
recommended to me and which I
procured at L. A. Johnson & Co.'s
drug stoae. They did me a vast
amount of good. The pain in my
back ceased, the secret iOne were reg-
ulated and my health was improved
generally. The pills perform what
they promise in every way."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
,New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name—Doan's—and
takeeio
'ITV Early Risers
The famous little pills.
One Minute Cough Cure
Foy, Coughs, olds and Croup,
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Do You Write Right
If so, you enjoy using a good pen. If you will cut this out, fill in the blank spaces end mall to
LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEGE, Evansville,
you will receive by return mail, gratis, one dozen " Lockyea r' s Easy Writer" Pens, the best
pen you ever used.
Special Announcement.
Lockyear's Business College, of Evansville, Indiana. tielargest. and most successful Business Callep hithe Central West, will open a school in Hopkinsville, Ky., en Jan'y 2111. Experienced teachers in chime.
All business branches taught, includitig "touch" typewritiag ahd shttrt•hand. Competent graduates Mai.
ted to positious. Reasonable tuition rates. A high class oducatioe a I institution. Your patronage Is 1101111S;lied. Write for any information deslred.
 it
Below you will find the names and addresses of young people of mt acquaintance who may likeirbe induced to enter your college. Those marked X may attend this winter. 
.
NAME POSTOFFICE
Send Pens to
STATE
•
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MUTH IS BROKEN
(From Monday's Daily.)
The hearts of Christian county cit-
izens were made glad this morning
when they arose by the rain which
had fallen during the night and
which has continued at intervals
throughout the day. The rain fell in
very slight showers and as yet is not
trees were heavily coated withanything near enough to effectually
presenting the first real winter scenebreak the drouth, which has prevail-
ed for so many weeks, but what has
fallen greatly relieved the sttuatlen
and the clouds which are still
heavy give promise of more of the
welcome showers during tbe next
few hours. The rain was acaompan•
led by a considerable drep in the
temperature and until neatly noon
the telephone, telegraph and electric
light wires and the boughs of the
ice,
of the season. The weather prodlti
tion says that Kentucky may look
for snow tonight and from the raw
temperature this Is probably very
likely.
.A.Vo 0 rt. AI..
Betroth. The ILed You lite
Sielso!lis
One MinuteCeuelbOure
war couobr... Coifs sad Ordellk
,... VANAVANWiiiii wwWiWi
All the Latest Improved
Pistols andShot Guns
Hammer
the
Hammer
Absolutely Safe
Accidental Discharge
Impossible
We would also call your attention to our
Large Stock of
RANGES, HEATING
and COOK STOVES
THE GREAT MAJESTIC RANGE praised by over six hun-
-or
dred users in Christian county. The Reliance, Never Break, Del-
-AIP mar and several other of cheaper makes. The old reliable
ESTATE OAK heater, Moore's Air Tight, Moore's Oak, Round
Oak, Wonder Oak, Vulcan Jewel and many others too numerous
to mention. All of these stoves are not the BEST, but SOME of
them are, and if you will call and see us we will point out the
best ones for you. We have no big snake or elephant on exhibi-
tion but unsurpassed bargains in above lines.
Call and see us.
Forbes Manufg. Co.
ItAWANV.P„'AMMMPAM AMP.PRAAMMAMMM
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/Neu county in Kentucky is more
or leas provided with curious Dentkn.
of nature and historical spots, but
Probably no county in this state am
very few in America possess more ot
these interesting places than doe'
Christian. county. Especially is thie
true .1 tt.e /northern portion ef the
county which is very rough and
largely covered by Immense Erects of
magnificent timber.
One of these curiosities of nature,
and one which has never before been
deathbed in any publication, is the
Nature' Bridge of solid sandstone
bestedabtea.: twenty-two utiles
eulrtheast of HopkInsville on the reg-ar Hopkinsville and Greenville
road, and twelve miles southwest of
Greenville and about four miles from
the line between Christian and Muh-
lenburg counties. The bridge is not
directly on the road but is about half
a Mile from the public highway in a
dmise body of woods, and unless the
prospective visitor is familiar with
that section he might hunt for hours
and then be forced to g'.ve up the
search without having found the ob-
ject of his visit.
How to Reach It.
In order to reach tne bridge it is
necessary to drive overland either
from Hopkinavilie, Greenville, or
other equally distant points, and on
account of the almost mountainous
bills of that section a good team is
reqtfired to draw even a light load
r and then plenty of time must be tak-
en. Some of the hills are over a mile
In length and some are very steep,
while others incline gradually. How-
ever, when the visitor finally rescues
"'bridge all his troubles vanish and
bile repaid many fold for the trials
of the trip by the beauty and grand.
seseas_f*)0•544.1".•
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eur of the sight which confronts him.
The bridge stands about fifty feet
distant from a sandston e bluff which
DI somewhat higher than the bridge
itself. On the western, end the abut-
ment is about twenty feet in length
and from this end a person can easi-
ly walk out on to the span of the
bridge. This span is smooth and af-
fords a good floorliold. It measures
eighty-four feet in leegth, from four
i to six feet in thickness and is from
five to six feet in width. On the wes-
tern end the abutment is not only
much longer, measuring fully fifty
feet, but it rises about eight feet
above the span itself. The total
measurements of the bridge includ-
ing iibuttaente is therefore one hun-
dred and fifty-four feet. The arch of
the bridge is slightly higher in the
center than at the junction with the
abutments and at As highest point
measures about forty-two feet from
the grouud. The bridge spans a ra-
vine down which a large spring which
the well-known L. lc N. conductor,
has been appointed general yard-
master and agent of the company at
Says Earlingten.
Proph it Hicks, in Word and
Works, thus summarizes weather
conditions for the month:
Between the 1st and 3rd warmer
weather may be expected, followed
by rain. Change to colder with rain
turning to snow and sieet,with north-
westerly gales. Freezing weather
will prevail generally for a few days
after these storms. The second storm
period extends from the 5th to 10th.
About the 7th.change to much warm-
er, with more rain in the south and
811011 and sleet to the north, with
strong probabilities of a December
bliszarti. While electrical storms are
probable at the first, lock for sudden
and sweeping changes to much cold-
er, covering everything with ice and
sleet. Very rough weather will prob-
ably continue after the preceding pe-
riod, but change to warmer, with
more decided storms of rain and
1,1inow, may be expected from the 12th
i
to 16th. 'rho fourth storm period ex-
tends from the 17th to the =lad.
Rains will spread over the country
eastward,while in western and north-
ern parts of the country, snow and
*loot will follow the rains. Look out
for a blizzard about the 22nd, with a
sweeping cold wave. About the 26th
to 27th look for decided storms of
wind and snow. The month will
wind up with stormy conditions and
there will be much rain and snow.
lockades of sleet and snow will be
lountered in northerly sections of
country and rains will produce
) waters in streams not hampered
xe.
Mothers, Be Careful.
f the health of your children.
k out for (loughs, colds, croup
apd whooping cough. Stop them in
tale—Oari Minnie Canes (lure ls the
remedy. Harmless and pleas-
...Bold by B. C. Hardwick.
except a county attorney can
defend in divorce cases.
'I was much afflicted with s
ca„' writes Ed C. Nud, Iowaville,
Sedgwick, Co., Kan., "going about
on crutches and suffering a deal of
pain. I was induced to try Ballard's
Snow Liniment, which relieved me.
I used tbree 60 bottles. It is the
greatest liniment I ever used; have
recommended it to a number of per-
sons; all express themselves as being
benefitted by it I now walk with-
out enriches, able to perform a great
deal of light labor on the farm." 66o,
60c, IL Ray & Fowl 3 r. )
GARY.—Mr. R. C. Gary and fami-
ly moved this week from Pembroke
to their former nome in Church Hill,
where they will reside.
CRAWLEY.—Will Crawley, of
Caledonia, has accepted a position
as salesman in the Racket store,
cock has been ill several days with
throat trouble, but is able to be out.
sold
his farm near Gracey to W. R.Smith,
and has rented the Field Ladd place
nea. Cerulean for next year.
SIMS.—Col, Fenton Sims, the
well-known Cadiz lawyer, who le
suffering from paralysis, is not as
well, and his condition is regarded
as very serious.
H A RRISON.—Presideti t and Mrs.
Edmund Harrison, of Bethel Female
College, have returned from a visit
to friends and relatives in Richmond,
Va. It was Dr. Harrison's first visit
bubbles up from under the sandstone
cliff flows In wet seasolos but which
in dry seasons is dry.
Croat Forest Trees.
All about this natural wonder
there grows the most magnificent
forest trees of all kinds, which, with
the grandeur of the bridge itself,
make one of the wildest and most
beautiful [Tote imaginsble. Like all
other curiosities of this kind, this
bridge le almost literally cnvered
with the names of those who have
visited it. Some of the names have
been carved in the sandstones for so
many years that they have become
nearly obliterated by the moss or
worn away by the elements, while
others show that they were cut at
very recent dates.
Although the people living in this
section know of the existence of the
bridge and pay frequent visits to it,
It is regarded by numbers of persons
in the county as a myth and the pho-
tograph accompanying this article is
!the first and only one on record.+Even the history of the county, corn-dined by William Henry Perrin, has
1
tied following to say of the natural
bridge,
Collins' Description.
"A natural bridge is also described
hy Mr. Collins in his history of Ken-
tucky, as being in this county, some
rwenty miles from Hopkinsville
user 'Harrisou's tan yard.' This
bridge, lie says, is somewhat similar,
but on a reduced scale, to the cele-
brated rock bridge of Virginia,
which has been considered one of
the greatest natural curiosities in
the world. Many people living In
Christian coloty say that have
never heard of any such structure in
this part of the country; but, not-
withstanding their ignorance on the
subject, there is such a natural cu-
riosity in the extreme north part of
the county, though, perhaps, less
wonderful than Collins describes it."
The author of the above paragraph
had probably never seen the bridge
himself, judging from the tone in
whicn it ii. written, but had gathered
the information that such a curiosi-
ty did really exist from someone liv-
ing in the neighborhood, who, by
long association had come to regard
it as nothing very much out of the
ordinary. This solution Is borne out
by the natives of that vicinity, who,
when asked about the bridge, will
talk in a rather unappreciative
manner of the natural wooden which
lies almost at their very doors. In
the section surrounding it, this most
uncommon freak of nature goes by
the name of the "Rook Bridge," and
a Methodist church located within
half a mile is called the "Ruck
Bridge church."
M. E. BACON.
Suit for divorce has been filed by
Mrs. Dorothy Murphey Hess against
Jacob Hess. Alimony in the sum of
$500 is prayed for,to secure which an
attachment was granted on the meat
market, fixtures, etc., on East Ninth
The Haley's Mill Company Solomon Snorten has filed suit for
Sells Out Its Entire divorce from his wife Kittle Hunter
Snorten. The couple were married
(From Friday's Daily.)
The Haley's Mill Telephone Com-
pany has soid its entire property to
the Cumberland Telephone and Tel-
egraph Company. The transfer was
formally made today, and all the
lines of the former concern have
been connected with the Cumber-
laud exchange in this city.
The Haley Telephone Company,
established by Squirt) H. C. Helsley
and othens, extends through the
eastern part of Christian county.
The towns of Carl, Barnes. Kirk-
mansville, Fruit Hill and Haley's
Mill are on its lines, and connections
are had with about twenty-five
farms.
Manager Russell, of the Cumber-
land Telephone Company, states
that new instruments of the central
energy system will be supplied all
the patrons of the line.
Elsewhere in this impression of
the New Era are the nettles of par-
ties added to the Cumberland by the
SMITH.—Commonwealth's Attor- purchase, together with the numbers
of their 'phones. Connection with allney Denny P. Smith and John Kel-
these can be secured today through One of the most complete and de-ly, county attorney of Trigg county, the Cumberland exchange and the sirable suburban residences near thehave formed a partnership to prac- service is free to all the patrons of city, just outside the city limits.
Gee law in civil eases. Either a the company. I Fine, large two-story brick house
county attoruey or &commonwealth's
August 1, 1908, and the plaintiff
claims that his wife abandoned him
without cause on his part and is now
living in Indiana. The :plaintiff
lives at Crofton.
Beware of Counterfeits.
"DeWitt's is the only genuine
Witch Hazel Salve" writes J. L.
Tucker, of Centre, Ala. "I have
used it in my family for piles, cute
and burns for years and can recom-
mend it to be the best salve on the
market. Every family should keep
it, as it is an invaluable household
remedy, and should always be kept
on hand for immediate uze." Mrs.
Samuel Gage, of North Bush, N. Y.,
says: "I had a fever sore on my
ankle for twelve years that the doc-
tors could not cure. All salves and
blood remedies proved worthless. I
could uot walk for over two years.
Finally I was persuaded to try De-
Witt's Witch Hazel salve, which has
completely cured me. It is a won-
derful relief." DeWitt's Witch Ha-
zel Salve cures without leaving e
scar. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
FOR SALE.
, with ten rooms besides bathrooms,
attorney can practice in any civil Coughing Spell Caused closets and kitchen, elegant roomy
case the same as any other lawyer, Death. 
veranda, both front and back, house
piped and fully supplied with hotonly 
"Harry Duckwell, aged 26 yearr, and cold water from an inexhausti-choked to death early yesterday bje supply of pure, clear water frommorning at his home in the presence an artesian well oler 100 feet deep;of his wife and child. He contracted Good stables and all other outhousesa slight cold a few days ago and paid that could be needed on a largebut little attention to it. Yesterday !place, twenty-three and one-half
morning he was seized with a fit of. acres of beautiful grounds; every-
coughing which continued for some thing in the very beet order and re-
time. His wife sent for a physician, pair.
but before he could arrive, another This property can be bought for
coughing spell came on and Duck- less than the improvements would
well died from suffocation.—St. Lou- cost. For particulars see
I. Globe Democrat, Dec. 1, 1901." d&wtt WINFRRE &KNIGHT.
Ballard's Horehound Syrup would
have saved him. 26e, 50e, and $1.00 at IMP
The halo of motherhood is a divine thing, we allrevere it, and we all appreciate at what a cost it hasbeen won. Apprehension, tears, worry, and actual sufferingmake up its cost, and yet all this might be vastly lessenedby the simple agency of
a liniment dedicated to the easing Of
parturition and its accompanying
suffet isring.I applied externally.,
and the results following its use are
nothing short of marvelous. "Afriend in need is a friend indeed,"
that's what Mother's Fldend is.
Sold at all drug stores for$Loo per bottle. Send for
our book, " Motherhood,"
area if you ask.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR 00.,
ATLANTA, GA.
To Candles
•
•
• ...Pictures and Picture Frames...•
•
• You can have delicious Toasted Bread
•
•
• Banner Crispy Toaster•
Suitable for any flue, avoids burning the bread an
requires but little attention or fuel.
• Stove Dampers, 10c.
• Stove Elbows, only 10c
• Coal Hods, 20c to 38c
•
• Shoe Soles, lOc pair
•
:Che RACKETj••
• 
Joe P. P'Pool. Manager.
:•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••/
FULLY GUARANTEED. AT A PRICE
WITHIN REACH. CASH 0R CREDIT.
H. A. KEACH &C.,
Exclusive Agents.
Capital Paid In..
Surplus 
Henry C. Gant,
J. E McPherson,
H L McPherson,
..•100.000.00
.. .30.000.00
• President
Cashier
- Asst. Cashier
VY Et soliolt the azcouuts of Firms, Corporations and Individuals, promising prompt, courteous treatment to all, and everyaccommodation consistent with oonservatiee banking.If contemplating opening an coconut, or making any changein existing relations, would be, glad to oorreepond *Lib you.•
s• s7.: • • —
CATARRH DESTROYS THE KIDNEYS,
GEORGE
KING.
iurR. GEORGE KING, Deputy lift miff
17.1. of Bensellaer Co., N. Y., for years
was a well known merchant of Troy.
To a letter from No. 45 King St., Troy,
N.Y., he writes:
l'Peruna cured me frorn what me
doctors were afraid would turn Into
Bright's Disease. after I had suffered
with catarrh of the bladder and kidney
trouble.
"Peruna is a blowing to a sick man.
Bight nettles made me • well man and
were worth more than a thousand dol-
lars to me. I cannot speak too highly
*fn. It is now four years since I was
troubled. and I have enjoyed perfect
healtn sinee."—Georee King.
A Prominent Member of I. 0. 0. P.
Threatened With Bright's Disease.—
Ps-rit-na Restored Him to Health.
0. Fred Lindotrotn, Past Grand Master
Independent Order of Odd Fellows,
writes from 192$ University Ave., St.
Paul, Minn.:
"I contracted a severe cold several
years ago, which from neglect developed
Into urinary trouble, and threatened
Bright's disease. I used Peruna faith•
fully for three and one-half months,
when my health was perfect once more.
I have never had any trouble sinee."-
0.Fred Lindstrom.
Catarrhal inflammation of the mucous
lining of the kidneys, also called
"Bright's disease," may be either acute
or chronic. The acute form produces
symptoms of suFh prominence that the
serious nature of the disease is at once
suspected, but the chronic variety may
come on so gradually and insidiously
that its presence is not suspected until
after it has fastened itself thoroughly
upon its victim.
At the appearance of the first symp-
tom Berlina should be taken. This rem-
edy strikes at once at the very root of
the disease.
A. book on catarrh sent free by Tie'
Permit' Medicire Co.. Columbus, 0.
Ask Your Druggist for a Free Peruna
Almanac for 1905.
MII.H.H.ABEINTHII AT CITY HOSPITAL
WILL RE-ENTER THE TO-
BACCO BUSINESS
Leases Nelsonl Warehouse.
—Will Open it On Jan-
uary I.
Mr. H. H. Abernathy has perfectsd
arrangements to re-enter ths tobacco
business as proprietor and manager
of a large warehouse. The connat y
has leased the Nelson warehi use
on the L. & N railroad, between 10th
and lith streets, and will take pos-
sesaion the first of January., 1906.
The building will be put In first class
shape at once. Ths firm will be
known as The Abernathy Ce.,and to-
bacco will be handled both loose on
the floor and in hogsheads.
Mr. Abernathy has had long and
valuable experiev-e in the trade and
Is known as one or the best judges of
tobacco in this region. He is a gen-
tleman of One business ability and is
widely popular, having the thorough
confidence of everyone- The nee;
firm will start business with every
prospect of success, particularly ae
outlook for generally prosperous
trade is unusually bright
Veterans Made Happy.
Mrs. L. Mai'. 13Iakemore has re
relved the following letter from the
matron of the Kentucky Confederate
Home:
Pewee Valley, Dec. 2, 1004
Dear Mrs. Blakemore:
ROOMS CLEAN, CONVEN.
IENT AND SANITARY.
All the Patients Are Improv-
ing.—No New Cases In
Town.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Reports from the city hospital are
like the glowing recommendations
of well pleased guests of a popular
summer resort. No expense or pains
has been spared to make the hospit-
al what it •houid be and it is c, ni-
fortable, clean and commodious, sod
fitted with every facility needed for
the proper trent:meta of :he patients.
Superintendet Ruse Is provitig to be
the right man for the place. He has
had wide expetience, and fully un-
derstauds and is entirely capable of
discharging his duties.
The New Era talked over the tele-
phone with several persons at the
hospital today, and not a single coin-
plaint was heard. On the other hand
the patients not only highly praise
the management but say they believe
they can be treated for smallpox
more satisfactorily at the hospital
thad anywhere else.
Mr. J. B. Redmond voiced the sen-
timents of the other patients when
be said: "We could not have better
attention or more conveniences if
we were in a hotel. The rooms are
nice, clean and comfortable, and the
table fare Is excellect, and we are
I am glad to Inform you that the supplied with everything we ask for.boxes and barrels arrived safely The sanitary condition of the 1)080-Tharsday.Accept maoy many thanks
I tel is first-class. I don't see thateach and all of you, and let me as-
sure you, everyone who contributed !there la loom for Improvement in
to the pleasure ef these battle
-scarred any way."
veterans, that the generous donation All of the patieuts at the hospitalwas more appreciated than pen and 
' are doing well. Maxie Blythe, whoInk can express. Christian county
never does anything in a small way. was very ill while at his home here,
Having been horn In your midst, 1 is much better, and on the road to
knew whereof I speak. I will ever rapid recovery.
cherish a fond remembrance of that No new efilles of smallpox have de-goodly land.
veloped in the city. Three new casesYours sincerely.
Iii the county have been lent to theSALLIE N. (iIRAND, 'eruptive hospitals.
umusly by the Kentucky senate and
by a large majority In the house. At-
torney General Hayes ruled that the
cliii •! ti,im Witt; title.): Citutional.
v•••••--
Foley's Honey and Tar for
and colds; reliable, tried end
safe and sere.
Wrong In Opinion---
Pleasure Here.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 7.—The
court of appeals today upheld the
annual appropriatioe 01 $15,000 fur
the support of the Children'e Kerne
Siielety made by the last legislature '
foregoing dispatch will be read , r
, • .1 ••
with ietereet amid pleasure by 'Coe!
mealy 'muds of the orgeuization lit
this city. A number of Christ lite I1:1 0;•,.
county children have beep placed lit!
good homes by the itociety. and 016 1 lIttiEerft.
work it is doing makes it one of the
noblest charities, in the state. 'Ito
approm baton was pitssed Ili; 4
Lair
AL VEGETABLE SICILIANHair RenewWhy not stop this falling of your hair? At this race you willbe without any hair' Just remember that Hall's Hair Rene
stops falling hair, and makes hair grow. ""'•°7`,7.7717,7=7."
Are loaded with the famous SOW
-SmokelessPowder, combining the best qualities of both blackmid smokeless loads at a price within the reach ofThe " League" is the best black powder
shell in the world.
Peters Smokeless Shells won the AmateurChampionship of the U. S. In 'tag.
Petcre Cartridges •re loaded with Semi
-Smoked.,Pow ler TheV have won the Indoor Itifle chitteptonshipof the U.S. tor re.en auccessive yese1/41/4.
For Sale BV
< Planters
HardwarelC
ties skIl
Monuments
tested,
Tombstones
MarKersqf qvWANTEO—Lady or gentleeian ffair sit neatioe t travel for a firm of
$250,000.00 capital. Selar $1 J72.0)
per year slid expenses. Stiary paid
weekly and expenses advencsd. Ad-
dress with stamp. Joserti A Alex
antler, Hoot: Ky. 1/41/4 2'
4
—••••••-• 
-
-wwweev 
SPECIAL ATTORNEY CHILDREN'S HOME
TO INVESTIGATE TOBAC- APPROPRIATION UPHELD,
CO TRUST METHODS. BY APPELLATE COURT. i
President Roosevelt Will Attorney General Was
Visit Louisville.—Doings
at Washington.
tSeecial to Ne,w Era.)
WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 7.—
Attorney General Moody today all-
pointed a special committee to toisist
the district attorney in invsstigating
the methods of the tobacco trust in
deelleg with Kentucky and Tennes-
see growers.
President Roosevelt today inform.
ed a committee from Louisville that
he expected to visit that city on his
Southern tour.
A large;batch of nominations were
sent to the senate by the president,
many of them recess appointments,
which included four cabinet posi
tions, as follows:
Attorney ilageneral, William H.
Moody, of Massachusetts; postmast-
er general, Ribert J. Wyniie,
Pennsylvania; secretary ol the navy
Paul Morton, of Illinois; seereter
of commerce and labor, Victor J.
Metcalfe, of California.
After Franks' Job.
The Louleville Post, a Republical
organ, bays:
"An unconfirmed rumor has it that
GeJrge W. Long may be an applicant
for the office of collector of internal
revenue at Owensboro. This piaci
Is now held by Mr. E. T. Flanks,
who has almost completed two terno
in the service.
"It was at: first rept.rted that Mr
Long would be aim applicant for t
position of United States marsha:
here in the event that Dr. A. I).
James did not offer for a third term,
hut those e7L0 are closest to Mr
Long say today that he won III pref( r
to have the cellectorship for the
Owensboro district."
In late years men have made for-
tunes out of the tailings of gull
mines. The mills in which the or,
formerly was crushed and the crud,
processes then in use allowed a large
per centage:of the ilteC10(461111ettil to
escape, and; that lose amounted in
some cases to a fortune. The stom-
ach is just like a stamp mill in this
respect, that wher it is not in per.
feet order it allows the escape and
waste of much of the precious marl-
meet contained in ;the food. That
loss when continuous means the loss
of man's greatest fortune—health.
Science offers a remedy for this con-
dition in Dr. Pierce's Golden Medi-
cal Discovery. It corrects the weak-
ness of the stomach, prevents waste
and loss of nourishinent, amid puts
the stomach and organs of dIgestion
and nutrition into a condition Of
health which enables them to save
and aasimilate all the nutriment con-
tained in the food whirl' is eaten. Iii
all cases of constipation the use of
Dr. Pierce's Pleas/oat Pellets will
speedily and permanently cure the
d isease.
Dr. Bradley Re-elected.
From Wednesday's Daily'
Dr. S. A. Bradley, formerly of this
city, and a brother of Dr. B. L. Brad-
ley, was re-elected live stock inspec
tor for Louisville by the genets'
council last night.
Foley'a Honey and Tar positively
cures all throat and lung diseases.
Itsfuse substitutes.
DON'T PROCRASTINATE.
Such words I'd speak
To those who hesitate
To strip that arm today,
You now must vaninate!
Such words I'd speak
To him who would procrastinate.
The doctors all agree,
It is the law's mandate:
Thou strip that ern) today!
You now III oat vaccinate!
•
—K
Foley's Honey ard Tar always
stops the cough and heals the lungs.
Refuse substitutes.
•
Early Risers
This famous Otte Willa
 IMIIIMEME111
•••e
All Cemetery Work
at Lowest Prices.
Iron Fencing
Until further notice I eau
be found at F A Yost ct Co.. South Main Street
W()113-t F i3rclowilt
•
Our Cut Price 1
Milliner/ Sale
Is Still Going On!
Big bargains in all lines
for this week and next
. Paffern Hats go at Cost
$3.00 and $2.50 Ready-to-Wear
Hats at 49c and 98c.
17----t of Children's Hats, special bargains at 
 
29c
$5.00 and $6.00 Long Amazon Plumes Ili • • • • •$2.60 acid $3.50
$1.50 Tips, 3 in bunch, at 75C
1 lot Ponpons, Birds and fancy Feathers at Any Old Price.
Cold Weather Headwear for Children.
$1.25 and $1.00 Camels Hair Tams at 50c
 1 •
Strictinet Caps all kinds at • • 
 25c
Silk Tourists and other styles at 50c
60c and 75cBaby Caps all kinds
Special Ribbon Offer During This Sale.
Fine quality Metallic Taffeta and Satin 'Ribbon, worth 75c and
50c per yard, at 25c and 35c yard.
All colors Narrow Ribbon for fancy work, at lc, 2c and 3c a yard
Beautiful Collection High-Class Novelties
And Notions. Hair Ornaments, Neckwear, Belts, Handkerchiefs,
Hand Bags, Gloves, etc. Just the thing for Christmast presents,
and they go at Ten Per Cent Off during this sale.
TEMPLE IF FASHION
Miss Sallie B. Hoofer M. Co 1055. Plain St
Hopkinsville's Leading Millinery House.
 —
•
1/4
1/4
•I • 0 •
Grand Gift Distribution
L
 
AST YEAR we distributed twenty-five premiums among our subscribers, and although the time given f
or the contest was only two months
, the merest aroused was BO great and the appreciation of the presents so general 
that we have decided to conduct a similar distribution
this year only on a much larger scale and giving more time for Those wishing to enter to take advantage of the offer. In selec
ting these
premiums great care has been exercised and the list made varied as possible so as 
to appeal to the greatest number of people.We have tried to
include in list, articles which would attract and be useful to everyone. In making the selection the question of 
merit has been lit. permost at all
times and nothing but the very best is included. The descriptions given below may be 
relied upon to be strictly accurate and not, superfluous
word play. Every one is also assured that a perfectly fair distribution according to the conditions 
published below will be made.
THE 
VPREMIUM NO. I.
iibbl "Supreme"
Pat. Flour
We headed the list last
year with a barrel of Acme
Mills & Elevator Co's. "Su
preme" patent flour, and it
proved such an attractive
prentitun that we have de-
cided to again use It as an
opener. Every one knows
the high quality of this
flour and we will not dwell
on It.PREMIUM NO. 2.
Riding Bridle.
This premium will appeal
to those who live in the
country or are lovers of
horses. This bridle is of the
very best quality and may
be selected by the winner.PREMIUM .NO. 3.
5 lbs
"Old Necesity."
Smoking tobacco. This Is
lIntliething for the smokers.
This tobacco is manufac-
tured In Hopkinsville by
the R. Martin Tobacco
Co., and is one of the finest,
flavored and purest tobaccos
on the market.
*PREMIUM NO. 4.
811/1 Waist Pat-
tern.
Silks always attract tl•ol
ladies and so We have in--
eluded this as on• of the
premiums rho pattern Is
OP' to he sat. nr.ni by the whitier.
Premium No. 17
Meat Chopper.
This pre-
mium is
offered
eepeciai-
ly for the
he nelit ot
the house
wife. No
matter
what you
want to
prepare
for the table or ru canning
this fmetit chopper will be
found useful. It is fitted
with four different size steel
netting blades which can be
adjusted by any one in a few
imonon
1 dozen Cabinet
Photographs.
A god photograph is a
thing to be highly prized.
These photos are to be made
at the gallery of C. H. An-
derson in Hopkineville of
any subject the winner de-
sires. The photos are to be
full cabinet size, finished in
the latest tone and in every
respect are the higheet qual
ity of work.
PREMIUM NO. 9.
One Year's
Subscription
T. Weekly New Era. The
New Era is the best weekly
papex in Kentucky having
been recently enlarged, it
now containing from ten to
sixteen pages of live news
each week.PREMIUM NO. 6.
3 lbs
Lowny's Candy
Those with a "sweet
tooth" will relish this prem-
ium. There is no better
candy on the market than
this famous brand and that
I. the reason we inolude It.
PREMIUM NO. 5.
Gent's Umbrella
Even rainy, bad weather
will have Ito terrors for the
person who draws th Is prem.
liii Tnls 1111Ihrellit is of the
Wiest quality silk with steel
rod. It may be selected by
the winner.
PREMIUM NO 12.
4 lbs. Chase 41
Sarsborns Coffee
Nothing is more appetiz-
ing than a con of good hot
coffee st.d for the benefit of
those who enjoy this bever-
age tide Premium is offered.
The market does not afford
a better brand of coffee than
Chase & Sanborn's "Seal
Brand" Mocha and Java,
sold by W. T. Cooper & Co.
It is always fresh being
peeked in air tigh, tin cans.
Premium No. 15-$5 Stetson Hat.
There are num-
bers of good
brands of Ii a Is
manufactur..d
but none which
edijoy the popu-
larity of the Stet.
eon. This famous
brand le Justly
celebrated for Ito
high quality. The
atoo•e toy show. 60.
one of the many I
shapes hut the winner of this premium will select the hat
LIST OF PRIZES IS AS FOLLOWS:
PREMIUM NO. 8 l'IT-TIVZ ZU.4444.4-+++4-*•-•-•-•-•444444.
The capital prize of the distribution is presented here. Nun.bers of articles were considered
for this honor but nothing seemed so suitable as a farm wagon, and the Mogul. manufactured by the
Forbes Mfg. Co., of Hopkinsville, Was selected as the best to be procured. This wagon, which goes to
the person whose name is on the 25th ticket drawn from the wheel, is built as follows: Cast steel
skein 8x9; tire iSx% inches. Wheel special fw. Capacity 8,500 to 4,00011r ; bed 8 ft 8 inches wide,,
26 inches deep and 1Wi feet long, fitted with 
t 
he celebrated Patent Drop End Gate. The materiel us-
ed in the construction of this wagon im only he beat, the axle being of hick cry the spokes special A
grade. the hubs, hounds, etc , being of specially selected White•Oak. The spokes are driven into the
hub udder 760 pound pressure. the tires are nu* on cold and the entire wagon is treated to three sepa-
rate coats of paint and finished with a coat of body varnish' It is undoubtedly the best and most
serviceable wagon on the market.
444+4444444444444.44•++.4444-144444444++++++++++++4444++++++++++++++++++•++++.•
PREMIUM NO 13. PREMIUM NO, 14
711110 Ladies
Dress Pattern
."rhirepen" is considered
ailltIaltY number but it
is certain that this is an
exception to the role. This
premium is to.be selected
by the winner and is there
fore sure to please.
Daily CourierJournal
One Year.
In order to keep posted In
this strenuous age a per-
son must read No raper
pivots more completely the
news of the day thee the
Courier-Journal, the best
daIly pubilebe I in Ken-
tucky.
PREMIUM NO. 16
Set of Driving
Harness
During the winter when
roads are bad a good set
of harness will prove most
acceptable. The set here
offered is a good strong
ions suitable for Freeform!
$ •t•ice Either collar and
hames or breast strap.
PREMIUM NO. 18
30 Gold Stand-
ard cigar.
These cigars are noatiufac.
hired by H L Lebkeucher
Honkinsv1110,1Ky.,and are
pronounced by all connls-
suers to be the finest be
cigars on the market.
Won't they be acceptable
during the cold winter
weather?
Premium No. 7--Steven's Single-Barrel Shot Gun
In selecting this premium all leading makes of guns were considered and Ore "Stevens" was se-
lected. This gun Is One of the best and la:est improved manufactured by the Stevens Arms Co. and
is fully guaranteed ii, every rartioular. Deserintion—Speolal "Eleotro' steel barrel. ohnIte bored for
nitro powder. Drop feted and case hardened frame, top snap, low rebounding hottimer hag autrdna-
tic shell ej• anti, variii•lied walhur 5t(it) with pistol grip, rubber butt plate, patent snap. walnut fore •
arm and metal joint. Adapted for 411V standard make of shell, factory loaded, with black or smoke-
less powder. 19-gauge 80 Inch barrel, weight about 6h lbs.
Premium No. 28.
aps.uo Worth of Dental Work.
When is person's teeth begin to decay and ache the dentist teal-
ways the man to be consulted. The person drawing this premium
will be, entitled to 11.N.on wont. of dental work of any land at the
i.outsvIlle Dental Parlors in the [summers building. This will be
he highest grad, work and placed •t regular prices.
Premium No. 29.
LOCKE ADDING MACHINE.
Every one knows that 2 and makes I nit when long columns of
figures are to be added mistakes are very liable to be made. When
the adding is done by mechanical means there is not only a cer-
tainty that the result is correct but the time saved is a great factor
on these busy days. Th1:4 premium will prove especially valuable
if won toy a bookkeeper
N
ai
BI,
8111
the
big!
' 1 by 1
Premium No. 30
A Brownie KodaK
Did you ever take pictures? If not you
have no idea of the pleasure to be gotten
out of a kodak. Every one knows the high
standard of the Eastman Kodaks, and the
Brownie never falls to give the best results
It takes a picture 21-2 lov 2 1-2 inches, using
the celebrated Eastman Cartridgc roll film
which loads In daylight without the use of
a dark room. It has every rapid lens and
Pi fitted for either time or instantaneous
exposures. This kodak Is also fitted with a
view finder by means of which the picture
i. located on the film. This premium also
Includes one roll of film E. M. Moss & Co.
are local agents for Eastman Kodak, and
supplies and this premium will be selected
at this store by the winner.
actured rom the natural  
home grown hiat and is sure p
REto please the most fastidiouP MIUM NO 26
smoker.
Premium No. 11 Solid LeatherSUIT SSE
A ha e fill Carle.
Pinch as the one her of-
fered, is sure to be
predated by every m
ber of the family, an.
will be found to almost
literally be "vrOrth it
weight in gold" whenever a journey is to be made. • Thee
suit case offered here is made of solid leather with brave
trimmings and fastenings, with or without straps.
a es
Silk Umbrella
Another premium sure to
he appreciated by the ladies
is ti e handsome silk um-
brella offered here. This is
to.be selected by the winner
PREMIUM NO, 19 PREMIUM NO. 23
Ladies
PREMIUM NO. 20
5 lbs
,"Ellis Choice"
Smoking Tobacco. 'I his is
another of the celebrated
nratiulS of PIMA ing tobacco
manufactured by the B. T.
Martin Tobacco Mfg. Co. of
Hook insville. It is menu-
(
$3.00 H
We have offered a full suit
for the ladles with the ox-
Caption of the hat and here
It ie. This hat is to be se-
lected by the winner.
'PREMIUM (NO, 24
Pr Clapp's
I Fine Shoes.
For easy wearing qualities
land long lastingness no shoesequal those manufacturedby Edwin Clapp & Son. To
he selected by the winner at
the store of J. T. Wall & Co.
PREMIUM NO. 211 Cent. Table
Fine Oak
1 bbl 'Perfections!!ippreciste this premium.TliP .housewife will also
Pat. Flour 
. ;ch.. table IP made of fine
"Perfection" is the brand quartered oak and will adorn
of patent flour ninnufaof ur- hey hone.
ed by the Crescent Milling
Co., of HopkIffevills, and it
Is eller ;ferfection lit quality.
"There Is nothing better."
PREMIUM NO. 22
Daily New Era
1 Year
A premium which
keeps coming every
day for an entire year
is sure to be appreciated anti
this is what the Daily New
Era will do. It will also
keep you fully informed horn
as to, local and foreign hap
nenhigs. If you don't get
this premium come in and
subscribe anyhow.
Premium No. 27
Bnys Suit
of
Clothes
We don't want
he boys to
hit, k the% were
Deg lectea and
sot ye coffer a
snit or clothes
for then,. This
1st,) bfispieeted
entiiely by the
lucky yokng
mar who draws
this pdze.
Premium
No 10
0o.. pair of Queen
gustily Shoes. "Qtteen
Quell " is a synonym
for the hist* In ladlesT... • r. se shoes sell
r... VI NI to IA are
mem I ett.eed In al l
grad • ..f loather, all
sites ..1.11 lest and
with the lei est toe and
winner will
modoet the shoes to suit
her fancy at tie store
tot inuosett & CO., who handle this brand.
How Contest W ill Be Concluded
Another feature is that persons living at a distance may send in
suratice that their tickets will be placed In the wheel and that they will be prompl
draw a rize. No person connected with the New Era in any mat.ner, nor any Illet
allowed to participate in the contest. All subscribers who are in arrears are urged
once and get their names in early. Persons who do not now take either the Weekly
so and get as many chances as possible to win on.s or more of the prizes, as under Chi
one person to win them all.
The subscription prices will remain the same as before: $500 per year, $250 for six months$1,46 for three monthe or 10c per week, for the Daily to any part of
the United States. The Weekly. the largest and hest weekly paper published in the country. $1 per year. Get in
early and feel assured your chance is as good as the next one no matter If you have tine or inie hundred chances.
OR EACH soc sohs,ription to either the WEEKLY or DAILY NEW ERA a blank
ticket will be issued to such person, on whichhe will write:his name and address awl it will be depos-
ited in a large wheel
WIliCh is sealed. At 11 O'clock on December 28th
A committee, composed of Mayor Jouatt Henry, Mr.J.E.Mciltherson and Major E.1-1.13essett, will open the wheel,
after thoroughly mixing the tickets. A child will be blindfolded and will draw the tickets from the wheel one at
a time. This ticket will he taken charge of by tho committee, and after judging of its genuineness the name
will be read aloud. The first prize will be given to the person whose name is on the first ticket drawn from the
wheel, the second prize to n the person whose name is on the second ticket and so on. until all the prizes are given
away. No other conditions ripply to contestants except that 500 mustbe paid on subecriotione ref every ticket.
heir remittance with the as.-
notified In ease they should
ber of their families, will be
o pay their sobscriptions at
or Daily are invited to do
conditions it is possible for
SEND REMITTANCE. TO
ewEra Pu
DO Not Send Stamps. P
'isemweeee.;-eriedeeft—...
HOPKINSVILLE, KY
Wass. s AST
• OR
Do Not Send Stamps
s
sioloseolovii004004.4040_
a.
c. •
•
THE NEW ERA
-Pi 141,1841i MD:BY—
key Era Printing & Publisleg Co
OfFICE:—New Era Bolding. Seventh
met, near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
titeiO•tiwist iti to,- postotlioe in Hook; c so
SI R000net-elas• mall matter
Friday, Dec 9, 1904
— 
CLUBBING RATES: —
'The Walinia Now Ens. and the following
grirorein-eit ttIeekCourier-Journal $1 50
OHMS-Weekly ISt. Louis BePublio ISOBunt-weekly Olobe-Demoorat 
 
175
Weekly Cincinnati Enquirer. ISO
demi-Weakly Nashville American 150
Weekly Louisville Corn mertilal . 1 26
Fri-Weekly New York World 1 Id
Dotty Louisville Post ..
Rome and Form 
Notional Magasine—licaton
Weekly Atlanta consttuttiott
Weekly New York Tribune
50
125
170
115
25Trl-Weekly NOW York Tribune . 1 76
Moms Journal. new
• 
with any 
1 lb
sews r put. ed in the 
United=
Ts Only.
mai 
;OURT DIRECTORY.
Amours L./OUST—First Monday in June
Ad fourth Monday in February and Sep-
ember.
Qtrharitazir Ootorr--Seoond Mondays
(a January, April. July and October.
Ftscat. °wire—First Tuesday in April
snot 3otober.
OOMITY Ootrwr—First Monday in every
month.
— 
ADVERTISING RATER:—
One Disk, trot insertion 
 
siftInch one month 
 
II Oalash, three months
• trash, sta months. 
One lash, one year 
Additional rates may be had by oPpli0a-
traitt sithe ages.INA advertising must be paid for in
advance.
Charges Mr yearly odeartisemente will be
olletited quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without spoo-
ned time will be charged for until ordered
oat.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths,US emanating dye lines, and nodose ofpeamilaing published gratis.Obituary Nodose, Reeola lions of Respect,
• adOther similar notices. five Gents per line
6W
15 00
"Usona" sounds like a Battle
Crook paleut to neon* breakfast ta-
ble, but it is as • matter of solemn
feet the na.ne proposed by his Brit-
ish nibs, Sir Edward Clarke, for the
*wintry of Uncle Sam, having been
eonstructed from the initials of
"United States of North America."
Looking forward to 1908, Boot,
Taft, Shaw, and Fairbauke might
settle It quietly at a little game of
progressive euchre.
Secretary Taft is urging the Pans-
mane, as he has urged the Filipi-
nos, to "read the Bible mote." Prob-
ably he explains to them a new
read lug of the text, "Thou shalt not
Steal ex 'opt in the interest of collec-
tive civilisation.
The scrub women of Chicago are in
revolt. Thee decline to organise un-
der the name of "The Scrub-Wo-
men's Union." The name "Floor-
operators and Knee Workers" wee
Indignantly refused and they insist
on being called Janitresses.
It must be conceded that 600,000 is
a good ninny votes for the Socialist
FLASH
THE
NEWS
across the world
that it may be
seen by Suflertng humanity every
where. •
Life Plant
the meat marvelous medical diaper
evy the world hes ever Mown, wINquickly end permanently cure
RHEUMATISM, CAIARBH and
all BLOOD DIS A S t strikes atUse very root 01 the disease—bydriving the poison from the blood—
sad replacing it with pure rich blood.,
—DISEASE can not EXIST whenthe BLOOD I. P l; RE. LIFE PLANT
sakes It so, then nature does herpart and disease is soon forgotten inthe enjoyment of perfect health.Our guarantee is—NO CURE NOPAY.
Nrs. Chas. Spach, of Fifth Wt. Newrblladel phis, 0.. says.-For three inn km1 had rbeereatla re In a very severe form.My feet were so badly swollen that theyfen INA If I were standing on needles.Could walk only with great difficulty andsevere pain flit, pain ars so severs seto give many • remount real night. Iwag a great elLileler I /11.1 Ind no relist tvo.l. I 1•••ok I I I. PI. A N r. Twobottle. cured i.e. i Cfbri 1101. say Keaanou for
MFti. ,\IY BY
THEi LIFE PLANT CO.,
CANTON, 0.
Vigligiggigiggigesearia.
Os. 
The greatest nation in the world is
the greatest consumer of coffee.
Lion Coffee
lathe standard beverage of every
state and territory of the Union.
It's pure—that's why.
itZtigat12;:leAlitedt,ae:trempaek ere,
Keel Cf. 4
_
party to cast. But, while it proves
fermentation, it does hot necessarily
prove progress. and while there are
six million men in this country who
own their own farms and three mil-
doh others who own their housee, it
is not likely that a Proposition to di-
vide up the property will ever be-
come perilously popular.
The greatest hoard of the yellow
metal ever gathered in one country
could not buy one year's hat vest of
the American corn and wheat. To
buy one season's corn crop would
take all the gold minted Su tlii3coufl.
try in six years. Iu the last seven
years all the gold mines have pro-
deiced only enough to buy one year's
yield of our six leading cereals.
The monthly statement of the pub-
lic debt shows an increase of $2,468,-
265 for November, whi.sh was due to
the expenditures exceeding the re-
ceipts of the government outing the
month by $4,120,870. There was an
Increase of $8,417,924 in national bank
circulation during the month.
Heart Fluttering.
Undigested food and gas lir tire sto-
mach, located just below the heart,
presses against it and causes heart
palpitation. When your heart trou.
hies you in that way take Herblne
for a few days. You will soon be all
right. 60c at Ray & Fowler.
The appellate division of the New
York supreme court rendered a de-
cision yesterday holding that "clos-
ed shop" contracts between business
firms and labor unions are illegal.
*100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,and
teat is catarrh. Hail's Catarre Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, re-
quires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intem-
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous outfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietore have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollard for any
case that it fails to cue. Send for list
of testimonials. Address:
F. J. CHENEY sir CO ,Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggists, 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
The board el trade of Maysville
has announced its sixth annual to-
bacco and corn fair to take place
F. bruery 22, 1906
.• -
No More suffering. •
If you are troubled with indiges-
tion pet a bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure and see how quickly it .villcure
you. Geo. A. Thompson, of Spencer,
Iowa, says: "Have had dyspepsia
for twenty years. My case Was al-
most horelees. Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure was recommended and I used
a few bottles of it and It is the only
thing that has relieved me. Would
not be without it. Have doctored
with local physicians and also at
Chicago, and even went to Norway
with hopes of getting some relief,
but Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is the on-
ly remedy that has done me any
good, and I heartily recommend it.
Every person suffering with indiges-
tion or dyspepsia should use it. Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Hare Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of &It%
-
VIZ% Early Risers
The famous little pills.
'FOR COUNTY JUDGE
OF TRIGG, JOHN D. SHAW
ANNOUNCES.
Prominent and Influential
Citizen and Democrat of
Our Sister County.
_a
Judge John I) Shaw hits formally
announced himself a candidate 'for
the office of c)unty judge of Trigg
county, subject to the action of the
Democratic party.
Judge Shaw has a host of friends
in Christian county who hope to see
his ambition realized. He served
three:year's as county judge,when he
resigned and accepted a position as
cashier of the Cadiz Bank, hoping to
benefit his health by the change.
While confined to his room 1-,y, ill-
ness, his friends ran him for and
elected him mayor of the city of Ca-
diz against strong oppositlon, but he
won by a handsome majority al-
though he did net know his name
was on the ticket until the day after
the election.' It has been frequently
remarked that he made one of the
best judges the county ever had. He
took especial pains and pride in per-
sonally looking after all public im-
provements and seeing that the tax
payers were not imposed upon by
useless expenditure of the public
money. He proved himself to be a
friend to widows and on hens, inlooking /after their interests and in
giving advice to every one that ap-
plied to him.
Peruna Almanac In 8,000,-
00p Homes.
The Peruna Lucky Day Almanac
has become a fixture in over eight
million homes. It can be obtained
from all druggists free. Be sure to
inquire early. The 1906 almanac is
already published, and the supply
will soon be exhausted. Do not put
It off. Get one today.
PERSONAL aik
(From Friday's Daily.)
Mr. and Mm. J. Matt Barbee have
returned to Adairville after spending
a few days with their son, J. A. Bar-
bee, on West 19th street.
J. A. Barbee is in Pembroke on
business this week.
Mrs. T. 0. Turner, of Cerulean, is
in the city shopping.
Mr. Wallace Shaw has returned to
Cadiz.
Mn. Gentry Wadlington is visiting
friends in Cadiz.
Mr. E. P. Wilkins, of Glen Cairn,
Ky., is in the city visiting friends.
Mr. C. M. Meacham went tc Louis-
ville this morning to atter.d a poultry
show.
Mr. John Y. Owsley is in Trenton
on business.
Miss Mary Goldthwalte has return-
ed from a visit to Miss Marjorie
!Carothers in Elkton,
Miss Brenda Kenner and Miss Ida
Greenwood, of Hopkinsville, are vis-
iting relatives here last and this
week.—Earlington Bee.
Miss Louise Hunter has returned
from a several weeks' visit to Bowl-
ing Green, Elkton and Hopkinsville.
—Henderson Journal.
The mothers' friend is Dr. Moffett.
And much It will be to their profit
If his "TEETHINA" they will try
For teething babies that fret and cry
"TEETHINA" aids digestion, reg-
ulates the bowels, and makes teeth-
ing easy and mother happy by coun-
teracting and overcoming the effects
of the summer's heat.
Christian Circuit Court
John Young, tic., plaintiffs,
vs Order.Ells Pace, etc , defendants,
In pursuance to an order this day
made in the above styled cause, all
persons having claims against the
estate of R. C. Pace, deceased, are
hereby warned and notified to appear
before Douglas Bell, master commis-
sioner of this court, on or before De-
comber 17, 1904, and prove their
claims as required by law, and said
Douglas Bell, master commissioner,
will at once ascertain arid take proof
of such claims as may he thus pre-
sented to him and report his action
to this court.
Attest, C. R. CLARK, Clerk C.C. C.
By T. E. LAWSON, P. C.
w4t
Signature 
A. IS 91111 8 rind "'You Hate 
-A-"Soars l Always Boughtc:*
of 1,t;ew
,Ideediesee.wsio....... 411.40.
Grain Pasture Mixtu
FOR FALL SOWING.
A combination of Wheat, Barley.
Rye and Winter Turf Oats,
Yields the largest amount of Winter andSpring grazing. flne for soli Improving
or can be cut for hay.
Sow I% bushel per acre.
Price per bushel. Sill. 5 bushel and over
90c per bushel. SI bushel. 85c per bushel.
SACKS INCLUDED.
We carry the most complete assortment
of all seeds. viz Seed Wheat Barley.
Rye, Winter Turf Oats, Crass. Clover
a,d Forage Crops.
The finest quality Seeds ere always
sold under our trade-mark brand
" Blue Ribbon Seeds."
Wale lee oar Large Tree Catalog No. SS.
WOOD, STUBBS d CO., Seedsmen.
LOUISV11...1-E, KY.
NE IN SUBSCRIBERS
The Following New Sub'
scribers Have Been Added
to the List of the Cumber-
land Telephone & Tele-
graph Co.—Cut This
Out and Paste In
Your Directory.
397 Anderson, C H,. residence
624-2 Baker, P W farm
641-1 Bank of Crofton. ..Crofton, Ky
170 Blakey, Dr T W residence
626-4 Blankenship, N farm
198 Brame, Howard residence
615.2 Brodie, T M.... . ...... farm
625-6 Clark, Mrs Ann farm
Cravens, J M residence
89 Cook, J 0 drugs
828 5 Duvall, Mrs W J farm
828-6 Duvall, Howard farm
828 1 Everett, J B groceries
862 Ezell, Mrs Ann residence
818.2 Foard Bros farm
8184 Fowler, W T. farm
181 Green, Jno R residence
808-1 Hammonds T J Gracey
625-2 Helsley, B 0 Haleys Mill
815-8 Hurt, W T. farm
261 Hurt, Henry '1 residence
618 Kenner, L H residence
629-6 Lindsay, H farm
233-2 Lyte, Dr J C office
629-2 Meacham, C B farm
656-4 Meacham, J P residence
306-3 McGehee, H C residence
426 McPherson, W A residence
642-6 Minor, J W farm
271 Nelson, Gordon., factory
268 Powell, W J 
 .residence
626-3 Powell, 0 B 
 residence
330 Rickette,Jas residence
208 3 Rives, Frank farm
476 Shaw, Reed residence
198 Steger et Dickson 
 store
146•1 Stewart, T. C farm
288 Thompson, R. T. re.
629.3 Tucker, J farm
629-6 Vaughan, Mrs. C. W farm
629-2 'Walker, T farm
286 Vs'illiame, Moses roe
157 Wood, J. B res
326 Woosley, J. R.. res
628-8 Wright, Dr. C. E farm
The following subscribers in North
Christian can be reached free of
charge by calling exchange:
Bartlett. Dr. W. E.
Barnes, M. W. dr Co.
Brown, J. B.
Drake, F. M.
Dalin, V.
Duke, H. M.
Gates Hotel
Gates, W. T.
Grace, Dr. G. H.
King, L. B.
Martin, Walter
Mullins, A. E.
Pepper, J. N.
Robinson, P. B.
Smith. David
Warner, J. H.
FORBES MANUFACTURING COMPANY
PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE
Call number 17 and 249 for follow-
ing:
1 Forbes, M. C.
2 Echols, A. H.
8 Gary, G. E.
4 Long Distance Booth
6 Pepper, Frank
8 Hardware Dept.
7 Cary, D. C.
8 Long, W. A.
9 Randle, G. E.
10 Collins, George
11 Fears, E. P.
19 Atkinson, L. I.'.
14 Gary, Will
In case of fire call 33.
d&wlt
A Pleasant Pill.
No pill id as pleasant and positive
as DeWitt'e Little Early Risers. De-
Witt's Little Early Misers are so
mild and effective that children, del-icate ladies and weak people enjoy
their cleansing effect, while strong
people say they are the best liver
pill sold. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you oat
or,
BUSINESS BETTER
THIS YEAR THAN DURING
THE 1903 SEASON.
Comparative Report of Hop-
lamp/111e Tobacco
Inspectors.
(From
 Fri lay's Daily)
The inspectors' report for the loci.'
tobacco market till., week shows that
253 hogsheads were sold, all trans-
actions being conducted privately.
With the exception of these sales
there was nothing doing, as the re-
port shows there weraew receipts for
the week, the weather conditions
having been such that the farmers
could mint handle their tobacco.
The report for the month, with
comparative figures the for sante
time last year, shows a most sub-
stantial increase in business done on
this market. The figures are as fol-
lows: Receipts for past month, 70
hbdc, coarpered With 6 Lards. for cor
responding time last year; receipts
for the year, 14,286 hhds., compared
with 11,350 for corresponding peniod
last year; sales for past month, ell
hhds., compared with 269 hhds. for
corresponding month- of last year;
sales for the year, 18,574 hhds., com-
pared with 9,811 hhds. for correspond-
ing period of last year; shipments
for the past month, 766 hhds., com-
pared with 1,072 birds. for the month
of November of last year; shipments
r the year, 15,674 hhds., compared
with 10,760 hhds. for same period of
last year; stock on sale, 891 hhds.,
compared with 1,829 hhds. at this
time last year; stook sold, 1,881 hhds.,
compared with 920 hhds. at this time
last year; total stock on hand, 2,262
hhds., compared with 3.749 hhde at
this time last year.
From this report it 18 seen thet
8,768 more hogsheads of the weed
have been sold this year than last,
and diet the market Ii alt respects
has been much stronger and the de-
mand heavier than last year.
- —
Our Best Display
is made by those who have had workdone here. They can be seen all over
town but it will not be known in ev-
ery case that they had reeource to
DENTISTY
Teeth made at this office are exact
reproductions of the natural teeth.Our crown and bridge work is un-
surpassed.
A Good Set $5
of Teeth for
Louisville
Dental Parlors
Next to Court House, Hopkinsville
Ky. Home Phone 1214.
Established 1864.
0,years successful record.
The Great Business Training
School of Louisville
oftens the latest and best
methods, and the most com-
plete course of study in
"non.., DA Shorthand, Typewrit.
Ing and other branches
pertaining to a
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
School open the entire year.
Students may enter at any time.
-,EGANT CATALOGUE FREE
E. J. WRIGHT,1Pres.,
N. E. Cur. 2.1 and Walnut Sts.
TO Beautify
Your Complexio
IN 10 DAYS, WPC
..SATINOL1N..
THE UNXOUALLED BEAUTIPUlt.
A FEW applications will remove tawsallowness and restore the heave, of
youth.
SAT1NOLA is a new discovery,gnoralitilaid
and money refunded LI it fails to rendliess
Freckles, Pimples, Liver hoots. lusekbeadri
Tan, Discoloration. and Disfiguring IMPlions. Ordinary cases in 10 day's, the We*to m days. after these defects are reseitteid
tame skin will be soft, clear healthy mitbeautiful. Price 6Clo at drug stores foe bry
Mall. Thousands ;of :ladles metal,' be the.
merits of bat/col/4
Mrs 11 flyers writes: Auguste, GIL 
'04. "I can truthfully say that sidansla St Athe only thihg that ever did My 00121.4aion any good. My face and hands were so*.
ared with freckles./ used :two politicise of
liatinola. My complexion is now as unite
adad soft as that of & baby. I cannot meow
mend Rani:Lola too highly..
NATIONAL TOILET CO.,
PARIS, : :
Sold in Hopkinsyille by L. L.gin, RC Hard wick.I k Johnson and
all druggists.
•••••••••••
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Has
the
Agency
for
•
I GUNTHERS' : ;1
i CANDIES '
•
•41 CHOCOLATES
1 & BON BONS
i and
agents
for
Hudnuts,
Picksecker,s
Lazells,
Colgates and
Freeman's
Perfumes and
Toilet
Requisites.
Come and have a
sample rubbed in. We
• will have everything
that the mind can
•
image for Christmas.
•
1 Hatlint I.••
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Calmage
Sermon
BY Rev.
Frank De Witt Talmaie. D. D.
 0
Los Aiteelem. CM.. Dec. 4.—In this
aermaii there is the jubilant note of
the approsichIng Christmas festivities,
which, the tweedier contends, ShOlilll
Ire clumwterized by cheertailmas. kind.
1101/4 end beeelleence to the ii or end
the dbetressed Th,. text is Pealin
,,,,I.,,.,I.,,,,I 
, mi. .1 1ite the Lord a new4
The tinest of pictures Is yet to he
millited; the most perfect sculpture be
yet to be i•Iiitteicii; the best of poems is
yet to be penned; the sweetest and the
most Inspiring of songs is yet to be
1.0111pofted. We speak of the master po-
ets. artists, sculptors and musicians as
though the poetical and artistic deeds
of the int o ...aid over be excelled.
This, hOWeVer, is not true. Homer anti
Virgil and Scott and Wordsworth and
Burns and Tennyson and Longfellow
find Lowell and Poe are toaster poets
to us merely beenuse their poems excel
in beauty Of expression or delicacy of
rhythm or depth of thought the pro-
I ! ductions of all other poets who have
i yet appeare.i. Raphael and MichaelAngelo and Murillo and Leonardo da
Vinci and Turner are master artists to
Wi merely berause no artists have yet
appeared who could approach them in
perfection of form and glory of color.
Beethoven ami Handel and ,Bach and
Gluck null Haydn and Mozart and
Chopin and Mendelemohn and Wagner
are master musician, to us because
they gumless all other musicians in per-
fection of harmony and grandeur of
conception. No composers before them
:mei none since have attained the mils
tery that they reach in their sublime
I art
But, though 1111410 old master musi-
cians are masters to us, they were not
masters to themselves. They struggled
de continually to give expression to high-
er and nobler conceptions that they
were never able to write. Even In their
minds there were harmonies far better
than those that they have given us.
Their masterpieces fell far short of
their ideale. In their rhapsodies and
stream lives they were continually ex-
ploring whole realms of perfect sound
harmonies which were continually cry-
ing to them: "Set me to music. Play
me upon the piano or the harp. Sing
me in solo and oratorio." The result
was these old masters were continually
trying to make more perfect combine-
tines of sound, to echo to mortal ears
The etrange, weird, transcendent voices
\ that were calling to them out of the
"musical worlds of perfection."
\. To Imprison behind musical bars the
N perfect voices which they heard in
se their strange worlds became to the
I great musical masters a life's passion.
...,/ One moonlight night Beethoven Was
u walking through one of the streets of
Bonn. Suddenly be heard from an
opened parlor window some one play-
ing one of his sonatas. It Was so beau-
tifully rendered that the great com-
poser entered the house and, seating
himself at the piano, began to play it
himself. Beethoven seemed to be lost
in dreamland. Ile said. "Listen; I will
improvise a song to the moonlight."
Then he went on, hearing the voices of
the unseen world and reproducing them
as part of his matchless song called the
"Moonlight Sonata." After he had fin-
ished he rushed out of the house, say-
ing to his companion: "Do not talk to
me! Let me hasten to my room that I
may write out that dream of the moon-
light while I yet remember it." All
great musicians. like Beethoven, are
continually reselling out for new com-
binations of song. They do this even
though, like Count Zinzendorf, they
may have written over 2,000 songs, or,
like lichmolke. they may have written
over I,200 musical Metes.
..111ma Unto the Lord a Sew bong..
David, the psalmist, was a great mu-
sical tannposer. lie always strove to
originate dew (1111SICal themes. If he
could not compose new ones, then he
wanted to hear what some one else had
composed. The first time Mozart heard
one of Bach's hymns played lie cried
out In ecstasy, "Thank God, I learn
soinio hint:: ,ihsoltitely new!" So David
again and again In his patilnia cries out
for something new In inualcal praise.
We not only end the words of my tat.
"Sing unto the I,ord a new song," in
the NInety-sixtli Psalm, hilt we MO
them In the Ninety-eighth and In the
One lilltalreqth alld Forty ninth, and
we also fitei the same words lu the
book of Isaiah. The song they longed
to hear will yet be sung In the heaven-
ly land. The seer of Patmom caught
the echo of It as he listened to the new
song that no turn could learn but the
host that had been redeemed and stood
around the throne. What exquisite
Innen- It will be we cannot conceive.
bet we know the theme that will in-
espire it. It is the theme of salvation,
the ingarnation of the Son of God, the
coming to earth tit that Divine Being
whose birth among its we are about to
celebrate. Let the same theme Inspire
our humble strains; let us even now,
its we meditate on that wondrous
event, attune our hearts to that glori-
ous harmony.
Our holiday song, In the first place,
should be a cheerful song. It should
* Mt be sung in a minor key; it should
k not be a dirge or requiem, a lament ora dead march In "Saul," it should net
- ,be an antiphony for the matins of the
dead: it elbonki be joy on the wing; It
011001d be dm chorus of "Laughing Ws- 'f
 it tees;" ft should be a hosanna, a hal-
leluiah, a paean, a doxology and a
Dreier. Tears and sobs have no 'place
In the new song which we shoilltl sing
during our coming hcihday season.
Whet said David in reference to this
new limig—tutike a sad song unto the
told? No, In seven distinct places in
the Psalms the great singer of Israel
cries. "Make a joyful noise unto the
Lord The first great essential of our
comfit.: Christmas sang should be
cheerfulness. We should hear it in ev-
ery mound that he uttered; we should
hear it in the loud notes; we should
bear It in the soft notes as well.
A Cheerful 111•••ase.
The new song of Moses and the
Lamb mhottid be a cheerful song. And
yet the strange fact is that wetly peo-
ple, wheu new try to Slug their gospel
mono, have the chargers which they
harness to their musical chariots wale
a full leaden feet instead of dying with
the wings of the song birds. No turn-
ister of the Lord Jesus Christ, no Sun-
day school teacher, no Christian teach-
Will ever make the new songs for
Christ truly tutted songs when they
start them In the minor key. '"fhe
great success of your father's minis-
try," said Dr. Heed, the president of
DWreinson college, to me some months
ago, as his unbounded cheerfulness.
I remember one day, Some years ago,
we did not lice any service in the
Hanson Place Methodist church, of
which I was the pastor. I determined
to go over to the Brooklyn Tabernacle.
It %Vie+ a stormy winter night, yet the
church was practically filled with
about 3,000 people. i took a seat in
the gallery and looked over that vast
audience. I wanted to study the faces of
the people. As far as I could make out,
When I first looked at them, they were
a discouraged and a tired and weary
set of faces. Your father first gave
out some bright, inspiring hymns. The
faces of the people began to change.
Then he arose and commenced to talk.
He talked on and on about home and
the sweet Influences of the younger
days, when their fathers and mothers
were alive. Then he talked about their
duty to live like the old folks. Then
he talked about the reunionie that were
ahead iii heaven. And as he talked,
the faces, under his clwerfill gospel
preaching, became more cheerful, Your
father sent those people away with the
convIctiou that reel would help them
In their battle of life." Then Dr. Heed
said, in a kind of a soliloquy. "(iii, that
all gospel meameugere could make
their sertuons a cheerful uiessege for
tired men and women:"
les. the new song we sing ought to
have the keynote of cheerfulnese. That
Is the first great essential. Why should
It not be cheerful? If we believe in
God, if we believe In what chrimt haS
done for us, have not we a belief which
should uplift every heart into the high-
eat realms of children Joy? Suppose
1 rim an artist. Suppose I send one of
my pictures to the world's fair at St.
Louts or to the salon of Paris. Sup-
pose I today receive a letter front the
authorities of that art exhibit some-
thing like this:
"Dear Str—We are glad to Inform
you that your picture has received the
first prize in the class of portrait paint-
ing. Yott will not only receive a med-
al for the Name, but also a check for
$3,00M, which is to go to the winner of
that prize. We congratulate you on
your alleeeRR, and we are glad that your
state will hereafter be kuown as the
home of one of the greatest artists of
this generation."
What would I do if I received such
R letter as that? Would I put that let-
ter away and say nothing? Would
walk around with sepulchral counte-
nance and dolorous voice, saying, "I
have won a $5,0(X) prize and interna-
tional fame?" No; my eyes would
flash, my cheeks would flush, my
nerves would tingle with glorious ex-
citement. I would go home at once to
my wife and children and say: "Loved
ones, m,y nrCstic position Is now as-
sured. I will be able to earn for its all
the money We need." if the newe that
we have won an earthly prize makes
us SO happy. how might we to feel
when we realize that a heavenly and
eternal blessing has been conferred
upon us? Shall we not sing a cheerful
song when we realize all that Christ
has (bole for ius and ours?
The Comings Honda? Soar.
Our coming holiday song should sing
the joy of our salvation. It must do
more than that. It should King abon.
the happiness of some one else. There-
fore our HMV song should be a belpfel
song. Jenny Lind, the great "Swedish
nightIngefe." regarded her voice as a
gift from God, bestowed that she
might help' ber fellow men. May we
look upotriattr new song to be sting to
God as a song to help those who are
in phyalever, mental or epitatual dis-
tress.
Oh, that we In our coming holiday
song could have the beautiful purpose
which "the human thrush," .lenny
Lind, had in her gentle, consecrated
Christian heart! She was always doing
some kindness to others. Lablache, the
great Italian basso, when he first
heard her, said, "Her voice is so true
that each note is like a perfect pearl."
Jenny Lind heard what her great Ital-
ian contemporary had said. When she
met hint at their first rehearsal She
smilingly stepped to his side and took
tilt hat; then, placing her lips to Its
edge, sire sang a beautiful Frenelt ro-
mance. Then site gave hint back his
hat, saying, "There, M. Lablache, he
your hat, filled with my pearls of
song." That was a beautiful compli-
ment by one great artist to another.
But Jenns LInd did more than sing
lottulfuls of musical pearls into La-
bleiche's hat; she sang thousands of
dollars out of the world's pocketbooks.
Then she scattered thousands and hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars every-
where. She gave away 30,000 florins
when she made her triumphant music-
al tour through Germany. She gave to
lIngland's poor over $300,000 wboil this
•
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queen of song sang in the kingdom
, of her greet sister, Queen Victoria. She
gave $50,000 to Anierleies poor when
she traveled through our Mates. As
Jenny Lind sang to Item' fellow men and
women a heltuftri song, NO should we uel Garcia to give to Jenny Lind, Mit
make (ter new mtg. of the holiday sea- it Is not good ndvive for a Christian
Suit a helpful song.
A story of Puganini.
YOltr. 11111ilay RfUlg—hOW is It
I to Made heildittl to your fellow turn?Is it I I In! Millie so In a tetuporaluseture?
I oure day Intoned. the greatest violin-ist of the ages, Was walking through
I the sheets of ‘'ienint. He was then atihe height of his funie. He had k lugs
and queens and nntiona bending under
the 'sumer of hire bow, A celebrated
toweled compopter who was accompany-
ing lihn andulettly turned and pointed
It) It little raged urchin scraping away
on nit old Ntinenky violin. "There, Pa-
ganiiii." said he, "Is one of your coun-
trymen." With that Pagaului crossed
the street and began to talk with the
little beggar. On hearing his tale of
morrow the great Italian master snatch-
ed the squeaky fiddle fiem the boy's
hand awl itegirn to play. Never did a
public thoroughfare of Vienna hear
such aublimer music. After the piece
wan ended Pagtenlni passed his hat
around the crowd and then emptied
fitto the boy's pocket the gold and the
silver Ile haul collected, saying, '"fhere,
my lad, take that home to your siek
nerther tend buy her the medicine she
needs." I wring the coming Christmas
holidays will our new song be a help-
ful -one, in a temporal sense, RR Page-
Mill's was a blessing to the Vienne
street arab? ‘Vhen you buy presents
for your Pettier and mother, wife or
husbend and phild, brother and sister
and friend. will your new song inspire
you also to buy bread for the hungry
and clothing for the naked and medi-
cine for the elck?
Witen we snot our new song shall we
bring spiritual blessings to others also?
The great hosts which shall enter
heaven may be augmented if we sing
our new gong as we ought to sing it.
Charles II. Spurgeon. the famous Lon-
don preecher, mice had mu wonderful
dream. Be saw a great throng pass-
ing through the gates of the new Jerni-
Plaletn. "WhO lire these, and whenue
came they?" lie wettest!, "These," said
him vide. "are the apostiese and mar-
tyr... Theme tire they who 1111Ve In hl
down their lives for Christ." "But,"
answered Spurgeon, "I never was on
apostle or a martyr. I cannot walk
with that throng." Soon, however, lie
saw another multitude. greater than
the first, crowding through the saute
celestial gates. "Who are these, and
whence came they?" he again asked.
"rhese are the sinners. These are the
Zacchneumee and the Mary ntagdalenes
and the WOIllen of Samaria, who came
from the lowest depths of sin." "Ah."
said Mr. eptirgeon, "if those are the
great sinner's. then I can go In among
them." As you and I begin to join
time redeemed multitudes+ are we going
with our friendre? Shall not our new
song of gospel love first be sung by
Rome invalid's bed to bring that shit
man to Christ? Shall it not be sting
among the spiritual outcasts who
never have bowed the knee at the
cross? Yes, my friends, our new song
should he a cheerful song on account of
our Nervation. It should also be a
helpful song, which will lead people to
surrender their lives to the work of the
Divine Master.
A ROM" of Captivity.
"Well," says one, "how can I sing mu
song of cheerfulnevoe and of gospel hope
for myself or for others when every-
thing Manila to be going wrong in my
own life? I feel just as did the writer
of the One Hundred and Thirty sev-
ehth Psalm. Thee all was +redness and
gloom to him. He seems to see the
Jews Mutated together in ceptivity.
There lie vweins to gather them togeth-
er, as the Jews today are gathered at
the foot of Mount Morlah, at the "wail-
ing place" under the walls of the old
temple. Tlefr captors come to them
and cry: "Sing. sing! Sing as you used
to sing In Jertisnlem!" But they 'm-
ower. "How ratan we sing the Loner+
song In a strange land?—rhen you say
to me: "Tide coming Christmas will
find me in a strange land. Why," you
say, "everything in my life is so differ-
ent from wreut it used to be. So runny
of my loved ones are gone. My daugh-
ter Was here last Christmas; she is
gone now forever. Is It a mother's va-
cant chair, or a father's or a wife's or
a Ituebaners? Yes. I have been a good
giver to tie grave, and that grave has
taken the imst I la', n' It is not the
time for me to sing; It Is the time for
sobs. Then I cannou give financhilly as
I Used to glue. I have had many Minn.
cmtnoinths. Then I caunot do as I used to
reverses during the past few
do for others. My own health I. grad-
ually breaking. flow can I sing a new
song? I sin like Itubint and Bordonl
and Cuzzonl nud Pasta and Mennen.
After their voice, once went they were
gone forever." All, my friends, you can
sing the new song of hope and salva-
tion If you will. The great trouble of
your life is not that you have had
great troubles, but that you have not
waded way down knee deep, hip deep.
shoulder deep, lip deep, Into God's
promises and comforts to get a Renta-
ble inspiration for your new song.
The great trouble with you Is that
when trouble comes, instead of throw-
ing yourselves more and more upon the
divine strength, you have let go of
God's strong hand and onl, depended
on your own strength. After Jenny
Lind's name had become famous as a
singer her voice began to fall. "Oh,"
said sbe to herself, "If I could only go
and see Garcia. I know he would help
me." Manuel Garcia was at that time
the greatest musical developer of
prima donnas. She left Stockhohn and
went to Paris. As soon as she entered
his studio and sang Garcia said, "My
good girl, you have no voice, or. rather,
I should say you had a voice, but you
are now nu the verge of losing it.
Tour organ is strained and worn out.
=.101blastiOnalOieenesseesmee4d4ifIlees.e.
The only advice I can offer is to recom-
mend you not to sing note for thret
months. At the end of that time come
to une and I will see what I can do for
you." That was good advice for Mau-
tenaer to give you in reference to
lemming how to ming the new song 01.
Chrtet. What you need is not rest, wat
retirement. not seclusion; you need to
1 ' ...lice your gospel throat. Yon need
.,krit how to sing the new song by
ex deep in the prem»Ises of God
cur by singing God's promises tn
a own life and to tile lives of all
'"Ii SOIL Sing! Sing! Oeelt on
f,i'l;"1"g! Sing forth the promitrovi of
Gout! S-ng what Ire line done for
others. Sing about what he lure done
and will eontlime to do for you!
A Triumphant sons.
Bet lastly 1 iisscrt Ilea our new song
tin' coining holidays rehould be a tri-
unipirmit song. In It we should hear
the ring of the coming conquest of the
world for Christ; In it we should know
not only thaturn as a willn individual 
be saved. bu;t that there shall come a
thne when nations and peoples of art
climes shall worship our Christ as their
Master and king. When the Sioux In-
diems, Many years ago, were about to
rise In revolt and massacre the white
settlers; of the far west the Indian coM-
1111951011ers to prevent that uprising se-
leeted .eornee of the Indian chiefs and
sent them to Washington as a delega-
tion to present their grievances before
the "Great White Father," the presi-
dent of the United States. They sent
them NIA not to have the president
change the policy of the government,
but that these 111111all chiefs might
know the itnutensities of the resources
of the white men and how useless it
WaS to rise up against them. Those
Indians might slay a few settlers, but
after they had seen the millions upon
millions of white inhabitants beyond
the Mississippi they would know that
ultimately the white man must con-
quer. Time in our new song we want
to catch a glimpse of the power of God.
Here and there temporarily one of
God's disciples may seem to be driven
Meet; but. after all, the great march of
the Christion tinny is forward. We
sir' all werching on to a millennial
day when Christ an the lender of the
great anwv of vletory shall have his
atanularuls etbove every laud, wit vine
over every uation awl over every sea.
Our new Nang 511011 ml he a triumphant
long.
Would today I might convince you
of the sureness of Christ's conquest
over all tire nations of the world as
vividly As that great dramatic preach-
er 'William Dawson brought It before
his London hearers nearly a century
ago. Ile was a man of most remarkable
pergonality, lie bad an imagination all
aglow and on tire. With the power of
a mighty word 'minter he was describ-
ing the conquest of the world. He por-
trayed a grand proeestelon marching be-
fore Christ. the Prophet, Priest and
King. in a coronation pageant. First
the prophets, the priests and the
apostlere then the martyrs, row after
row, line after line, army after army.
View after all the redeemed dead had
marched meet, there came the living.
First came tile earthly princes and
princesses and nobles. Then there
marehed forth millions upon millions
of the human race. Then, after he had
wheeled Into litre all generations °font
times and all principalities and pow-
ers, the great Methodist preacher sud-
denly stopped. Then in stentorian
tones Inc commenced to sing that grand
old hymn of Edward Perronet:
All hall the power of Jesus' name,
Let kiwis prostrate fall,
13rIng forth the royal diadem
And cr.ivin him Lord of all.
So powerful was the effect, so over-
whelming was the impression of the
coming conquest of Christ over the
world, that the great audience sprang
to its feet and took up the refrain and
Rang it louder and louder and louder
until the very heavens seemed to
shake. Oh, my friends, cannot you
feel that our new sottg for the coming
Citrioomas holidays should be a tri-
umphant one? Shall It not have the
name triumphant ring in it as hail
Martin Luther's mighty hymn when
the soldlere of Gustavus Adolphus
sang it before the battle of Lelpele,
and also sang it again before the bat
tie of Lutzen. where their noble leader
laid down him life? Al, yes, man may
live and Ivey die, but God's workers
always fill in the break and the work
gone on. Our new song must Ire a song
of triumph. God can and will conquer
this world cud rule the nations of the
earth as his own.
\Viten tits musical leader In the old
village choir loft, before the organ and
the piano had forced their way into
the church edifices, wanted to start
the hymn, he would strike his tuning
fork and lift It to his ear. For the new
song of the coming Christmas holi-
days I would strike the tuning fork of
hope and life and eternal conquest
through ('l.rist. May the same angel
willeti Rang over the Christmas man-
ger sing for us today over that rifled
tomb II new song of salvation for n
dying world and a conquest for Christ
of all peoples. both in title world IN
well as he that which we are to enter
hereafter,
[copyright, 1904, by Loofa Klopsch.)
Ingersoll and Mitasouri.
Colonel Ingersoll died too soon. Ile
said, "When Missouri goes Republican
I will become a Christian." Missouri
returned a Republican majority of 10.-
000, and we wonder whether Inger-
R011'e unfaith was caused by his dislike
for Christianity or hive dislike for Chris-
Bane whom be knew. In flue fly leaf of
a presentation copy of one of Ills books
to his cousin, Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper,
the most useful Christian woman that
ever lived on our Pacific coast, he
wrote something like this: "If other
Christians had been like you 'I should
have taken a very different position."—
Independent
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Backache
ALM PURIFIES TSB BLOOD.
All Diseases of the
kidneys, bladder, sad
urinary organs.
Also catarrh, heart
disease, gravel, dropsy,
rheumatism, backache,
female troubles.
Don't become discouraged. There Ii 111 oars for you If osessatary write Dr. Feasts.
Be has spent a lifetime wing just such cases as yours. All coasultetions TM.
Had all the Symptoms
of Bright's Disease.
Mr. I. N. Poole, proprietor of one
of the best barber shops in Muncie,
Ind., has words of praise for Dr. Fen.
ner's Kidney and Backache Cure. He
writes Dr. Fenner :
"I have taken several bottles of your Kidney
and Backache Cure, have used many other
kinds of so-called kidney cures, but none are to
be compared with Dr. M. M. Fenner's, as all
rs have failed and Dr. Fenner's has com-
pleted a cure. I had been troubled with kid-
ney diseaae for many months; some doctors
thought I had Bright's Disease as I bad all the
symptoms, but I took your advice and WWI
am a well man. You may send all Witp
doubts to me and I will convince then that
Dr. Fenner's kidney and Backache Cure is a
genuine healing and curative Remedy"
Bold by Druggists, 50c. and $1. Get Cook Book and Treatise on
the Kidneys—FREE. M. M. Fenner, M. D., Fredonia, N. Y.
For Sale by R. C. Hardwicli.
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Do you need
a nerve tonic?
If so, get a BICYCLE. It will build you
up again and you wont have that tired feel-
ing. We sell the run-easy kind. CHEAP
FOR CASH.
We carry the only complete stock of bi-
cycle tirer, saddles, lamps, handle bars and
in fact everything to mend bicycles with and
have men to repair them that have had ex-
perience atd are experts.
Guns! Guns! Guns!
We sell guns, and gun repairing a special-
ty and in short notice. Give us a trial and
be convinced that we are the best in town
E.M.Moss&Co
Sixth Street.
,limmmffi,RRAmPlywkmmnPortm
s the Season for Coos
isLover and you are now ready
for hats, call and
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE
PRICES I AM MAKING ON ALL
READY-TO-WEAR AND
TRIMMED HATS
Also Children's Hats and Headwear
The popular priced milliher.
Miss Fannie B. Rogers,210s. Main Bt.
YouTake Quinine?,.
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a viptim
of malaria.
Don't Do It. It's Dangerous.
W '11 admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
almoet deadly after effects.
HERBINE
is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, billOUSIMila,
and all stomach, kidney and liver telinplOLUte.
TRY IT TO-DAY. 1
ilkviodis.30 Cents s. Bottle.
Bold by Kay ft owl*,
•
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President ltooeevelCs message has
been delivered to congress. Its main
features are as follows:
raeemargement oZ scope of the
functions of the national government
required by our developmeot as a na-
tion involves, of course, increase of ex-
pense, and the period of prosperity
through which the country is passing
justifies expenditures for permanent
improvements far greater than would
be wise in hard times, but abundant
revenues and a large surplus always
Invite extravagant*, and constant care
should be taken to guard against un-
heeessery increase of the ordinary ex-
pense; of governuient.
Capital aad Labor.
The relations of capital and labor,
and especially of organized capital and
organized labor, to each other and to
the public at large come second in im-
portance only to the intimate questions
of family life. Our peculiar form of
government, with its sharp division of
authority between the nation and the
several states, has been on the whole
far more advantageous to our develop-
ment than a more strongly centralized
government. But it is undoubtedly re-
sponsible for much of the difficulty of
meeting with adequate legislation the
new problems presented by the total
change in industrial conditions on this
continent during the last half century.
In actual practice it has proved ex-
ceedingly difficult, and in many cases
Impossible, to get unanimity of wise
action among the various states on
these subjects. From the very nature
of the case this is especially true of
the laws affecting the employment of
Capital in huge masses.
With regard to labor, the problem is
no less important, but it Is simpler. As
long as the states retain the primary
control of the police power the circum-
stances must be altogether extreme
which require interference by the fed-
eral authorities, whether In the way of
safeguarding the rights of labor or In
the way of geeing that wrong is not
done by unruly persons who shield
themselves behind the name of labor.
If there is resistance to the federal
courts, interference with the mails or
Interstate commerce or molestation of
federal property, or If the state authori-
ties in some crisis which they are un-
able to face call for help, then the fed-
eral government may interfere; but,
though sun interreretice may Pe caus-
ed by a condition of things arising out
of trouble connected with some ques-
tion of labor, the interference itself
simply takes the form of restoring or
der without regard to the questions
which have caused the breach of or-
der. In the District of Columbia and
In the territories the federal law cov-
ers the entire field of government. But
the labor question is only acute in
populous centers of commerce, manu-
factures or mining. Nevertheless both
In the enactment and in the enforce-
ment of law the federal government
within its restricted sphere should set
•n example to the state governments,
especially In a matter so vital as this
affecting labor.
Labor t nions.
I believe that under niodern indus-
trial conditions it is often necessary and
eNen where not necessary it is yet of-
ten wise that there should be organiza-
tion of labor in order better to secure
the rights of the individual wagework-
er. All encouragement should be given
to any such organization so long as It
is conducted with a due and decent re-
gard for the rights of others. There
are in this retentry some labor unions
which have habitually and other labor
Unions which have often been among
the most effective agents In working
for good citizenship and for uplifting
the condition of those whose welfare
should be closest to our hearts. But
when any labor union seeks improper
ends or seeks to achieve proper ends
by improper means all good citizens,
and more especially all honorable pub-
lic servants, must oppose the wrongdo-
ing as resolutely as they would oppose
the wrongdoing of any great corpora-
tion. Violence, brutal:- or corruption
should not for one moment be tolerat-
ed.
Entire Right to Organise.
Wageworkers have an entire right
to organize and by all peaceful and
honorable means to endeavor to per-
suade their fellows to join with them
in organizations. They have a legal
right, which, according to circum-
stances, may or may not be a moral
reed, to refuse to work in company
with men who decline to join their or-
ganizations. They have under no cir-
eumstances the right to commit vio-
lence upon throne, whether capitalists
or wagew.orkers, who refuse to support
their organizations or who side with
those with whom they are at odds, for
mob rule is intolerable In any form.
The wageworkers are peculiarly enti-
tled to the protection and the encour-
agement of the law. Wherever the na-
tional government has power there
should be a stringent employer's liabil-
ity law, which should apply to the gov-
ernment itself where the government
Is an employer Of labor.
Promation of Railroad Aceidests.
The ever increasing casualty list up-
on our railroads Is a matter of grave
public eonerrn and urgently calls for
action by the eongress. The passage ofa law requiring the adoption of a block3tirnn I system bait been propoeed to the
congress. I earnestly concur in that
recommendation and would also point
out to the .congreas the urgent need of
legislation la the interest of the public
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE safety limiting the hours of labor for duction of our various great staples ofrailroad employees In train service up- commerce.Of necessity the careful Investigationon rallromis engaged in interstate cone
ef special corporatione will afford themerce and providing that only trained_
knowledge of certainand experieneed ,persons be employed euunni"1""business [mem, the publiefttlon of whichin positions of responsibility connected
might be an improper-infringement ofwith time operation of trains.
rieate rights. The method of makingThe safety appllanc:e law, as amend- P
ed by the act of March 2, 1903, has
proved beneficial to railway employees.
and In order that Its provisions may be
properly carried out the force of in-
spectors provided for by appropriation
should be largely increased. This serv-
ice has passed the experimental stage
aud should receive generous recogni-
tion by the congress.
unionism in hos ern uncut °faces,
There Is no objection to employees of
the government forming or belonging
to unions, but the government can nei-
ther discriminate for nor discriminate
against nonunion men who are In its
employment or who seek to be em-
ployed under it. Moreover, it is a very
grave impropriety for government em-
ployees to band themselves together
for the purpose of extorting improperly
high salaries from the government.
Especially is this true of those within
the classiheil service. The letter car-
riers, both muulelpal and rural, are as
a whole an excellent body of public
servants. They should be amply paid.
But their payment must be obtained
by arguing their claims fairly and hon-
orably before the congress and not by
banding together for the defeat of
those congressmen who refuse to give
promises which they cannot In con-
science give. The administration has
taken steps to prevent and punish
abuses of this nature, but it will be
wise for the congress to supplement
this action by legislation.
Bureau of Labor.
Much can be done by the government
In labor matters merely by giving pub-
licity to cer*ain conditions. The bureau
of labor has done excellent work of
this kind in many different directione-
I shall shortly lay before you in a spe-
cial message the full report of the in-
vestigation of the bureau of labor into
the Colorado mining strike, as this is a
strike in which certain very evil forces.
which are more or less at work every-
where under the conditions of modern
industrialism, became startlingly prom-
inent. It is greatly to he wished that
the department of conimeme and la-
bor, through the labor bureau, should
compile and arrange for the congress
a list of the labor laws of the various
states and should be given the means
to investigate and report to the con-
gress upon the labor conditiops in the
manufacturing and mining regions
throughout the country, both as to
wages, as to hours of labor, aa to
the labor of women and children and
as to the effect In the various labor
centers of immigration from abroad.
In this Investigation especiel attention
should be paid to the conditions of
child labor anti child labor legislation
in the several states.
Corporation..
When we c:onic to_deal with great
corporations rue Peen err rue govern-
ment to act directly Is far greater than
In the ease of labor, because great cor-
porations can become such only by en-
gaging In interstate commerce, and in-
terstate commerce Is peculiarly the
field of the general government. It is
an absurdity to expect to eliminate the
abuses in great corporations by state
action. It is difficult to be patient with
an argument that such matters should
he left to the states, because more than
one state pursues the policy of creat-
ing on easy terms corporations which
are never operated within that state
at all, but in other states whose laws
they ignore. The national government
alone can deal adequately with these
great corporations. To try to deal
with them in an intemperate, destruc-
tive or demagogic spirit would in all
probability mean that nothing what-
ever would be accomplished, and with
absolute certainty that If anything
were aceomplImimed it would be of a
harmful nature. The American peo-
ple need to continue to show the very
qualities that they have shown—that is,
moderation, good sense, the earnest
desire to avoid doing any damage and
yet the quiet determination to proceed.
step by step, without halt and without
hurry, In eliminating or at least in
minimizing whatever of mischief or of
evil there Is to interstate commerce
in the conduct of great corporations.
They are acting in 110 spirit of hostility
to wealth, either individual or cor-
porate. They are not against the rich
man any more than against the poor
man. On the contrary, they are friend-
ly alike toward rich man and toward
poor mall, provided only that each nets
in a spirit of justice and decency to-
ward his fellows. Great corporations
are necessary, amid only men of great
end singular mental power can man-
age " such corporations successfully.
and such men must have great re-
wards. But these corporations should
he managed with due regard to the
Interest of the public as a whole.
Where this ran be clone under the pres-
ent laws it must be done. Where
these laws come short others should
be enacted to supplement them.
Bureau of Corporations.
The bureau of corporations has made
careful preliminary investigation of
many important corporations. It will
make mm special report on the beef in-
dustry.
The policy of the bureau Is to ac-
complish the purposes of its creation
by co-operation, not antagonism; by
making constructive legislation, not
destructive promeention, the immediate
object of its Inquiries; by conservative
Investigation of law and fact and by
refusal to issue incomplete and hence
necessarily Inaccurate reports. Its pol-
icy being thus one of open inquiry into
and not attack upon business!, the bu-
reau has been able to gain not only the
confidence, hut. better still, the co-op-
eration, of men engaged in legitimate
business.
The bureau offers to the rongraa•
the means of getting at the cost of pro-
I.
public the results of these investiga-
tions affords, under the law, a means
for time protection of private rights.
'rhe congress will have all facts except
such as would give to another cor-
poration information which would in-jure the legitimate business of a com-
petitor and destroy the inceeilive for
individual superiority and Orin.
The bureau has also nride exhaustive
examinations intd the
under which corporate hnsiness is car-
ried on in the various ?Oaten, into 11judicial decisions on the subject en
into tlie verloute systems of corporate
taxation In use. I call special attentide
to the report of the chief of time burette.
and I earnestly ask that the congress
carefully consider the report and rev-
ornmendationa of the commissioner on
this subject.
The business of insurance vitally af-
fects the great mass of the people of
the United tqates and is national and
not local in its application. It involves
a multitude of transactions among the
people of the different states and be-
tween American companies and for-
eign governments. I urge that the (fl
gross carefully consider whether the
power of the bureau of corporations
cannot coustItutionally be extended to
cover interstate trahsactions in inane
allCe.
Rebates.
Above all else we must strive to keep
the highways of commerce open to all
on equal terms, and to do this it Is nec-
essary to put a complete stop to mill re-
bates. Whether the shipper or the rail-
road is to blame makes no differente.
The rebate must be stopped, the abuses
of the private car and private terininal
track and side track systems must be
stopped, and the legislation of the Fif-
ty-eighth congress which declares it to
be unlawful for any person or corpora-
tion to offer, grant, give, solicit, accept
or receive any rebate, concession or
discrimination in respect of the trans-
portation of any property in interstate
or foreign commerce whereby such
property shall by any device whatever
be tninsported at n less rate than that
named In the tariffs published by the
carrier must be enforced. While I am
of the opinion that at present it would
be undesirable If it were not Impracti-
cable finally to clothe the interstnte
commerce commission with general au-thority to fix railroad rates. I do be-
lieve that as a fair security to ship-
pers the commission should be vested
with the power where a given rate has
been challenged and after full hearing
found to be unreasonable to decide, sub-ject to judicial review, what shall be a
reasonable rate to take Its place, the
ruling of the emmuission to take effectimmediately and to obtain unless and
until It is reversed by the court of re-
rit"vSteamship companies engaged in in-
terstate commerce and protected in our
coastwise trade should be. held to a
strict observance of the interstate com-
merce act.
[The president here discusses the
city of Washington, making numerous
recommendations looking to its better
government. He asks that laws be
passed preventing overcrowding in the
tenement districts, for the abolition ofblind alleys and the proper housing of
time poor. Ile also recommends changes
In the criminal code, and would have
wife beaters corporally punished.]
Irrigation.
During the two and a half years thathave elapsed since the passage of the
reclamation act rapid progress hasbeen made In time surveys and exami-
nations of the opportunities for recla-
mation In the thirteen states and three
territories of the arid west. Construc-
tion has already been begun on the lar-
gest and most important of the irriga-
tion works, and plane are being com-
pleted for works which will utilize the
f untie now available.
The forest policy of the government
Is just now a subject of vivid publicinterest throughout the west and to the
people of the United States in general.
The forest reserves themselves are of
extreme value to the present as well
as to the future welfare of all the
western public land states. They pow-
erfully affect the 11SP and disposal of
the public lands. They are of spe-
cial Importance because they pre-
serve time water supply and the supply
of timber for domestic purposes and so
promote settlement under the reclama-
tion act. Indeed they are essential to
the welfare of every one of the vent
interests of the west
I have repeatedly called attention to
the confusion which exists in govern-
ment forest matters because the work
is scattered among three Independent
organizations. As I have recommend-
ed, all the forest work of the govern-
ment should be concentrated in the de-
partment of agriculture, where thc
larger part of that work is already
done. The Canyon of the Colorado
should be made a national park, and
the nationmil park system should in-
clude the Yosemite and as many as
Possible of the groves of giant trees in
California.
Pensions.
The veterans of the civil war have
a claim upon the nation such as no
other body of our citizens possess. The
pension bureau has never In its history
been managed In a more satisfactory
manner then is 110W the case.
l'on•niar Service.
Our vonsular system needs improve-
ment. Salaries should be substituted
for fees, and the proper classification,
grading and transfer of consular of-
ficers nbould be provided. I am not
prepared to say that n competitive sy-e•
tem of examinations for appointment
would work well, but by law it shouiti
be provided that commie should befamiliar, according to places for whItit
they apply, with the French, Herman
or Spanish lauguage and should pos-
sess acquaintance with the resources of
the United States.
It is desirable to enact a proper na-
tional quarantiue law.
I call your attention to the great
extravagant* in printing and binding
government publications amid especially
to the fact that altogether too many Ofthese publications are minted.
Currency.
The attention of the congress shouldbe emecially given to the currency
question and that the standing commit-tees on the matter in the two houses
charged with the duty take up the mat-ter if our currency and see whether it
Is mit possible to secure an agreement
to the busIneas world for bettering the
skisieitotn. The eimimittees should eon-
'''-alt!ethe question of the retirement of
the greenbacks and tie problem nrse-
curiog in our currency such elasticity
as is eonsimdent with safety. Every
silver dollar should be made by law re-
deemable itt gold at the option of the
holder.
Merehant Marine.
I especially commend to your immedi-
ate attention the enconragement of our
merchant marine by ape:Temente legis-
lation.
Tee growing Importance of the orient
as n tleld for American exports drew
from my predecessor, President Mc-
Kinley, an urgent request for its ape-,
dal consideration by the congress.
Time importance of securing proper
information and data with a view to
tl:e enlargement of our trade with Asia
is undlininlelied. Our consular repre-
sentatives In China have strongly
urged a place for permanent display of
American products in some prominent
trade center of that empire, under gov-
ernment ccntrol and mapagement, as
an effective means of adOencing Our
export trade therein. I call the atten-
tion of the congress to the desirability
of carrying out these suggestions.
hunilgration and Naturalisation.
In dealing with the questions of Ion.
migration and naturalization it is in-
dispensable to keep certain facts ever
before the minds of thew who share
in enacting the laws. First anti fore-
most, let us rementber that the ques-
tem of being a good American has
nothing whatever to do with a man's
birthplace any more than it has to do
with his creed. In'every generation
from the time this governinent was
founded men of foreign birth have
stood In the very foremost rank of
good citizenship, and that not merely
In one but in every field of American
activity.
There is no danger of having too
ninny immigrants of the right kind,
but the citizenship of this country
should not be debased. It is vital that
we should keep high the standard of
well being among our wageworkers.
and therefore we should not admit
masses of men whose standards of liv-
ing and whose personal customs and
habits are such that they tend to lower
the level of the American wageworker,
and above all we should not admit any
man of ay unworthy type. Similarly
we should take the greatest care about
naturalization. Fraudulent naturaliza-
tion, the naturalization of Improper
persons, is a curse to our government.
and It is the affair of every honest
voter, wherever born, to see that no
fraudulent voting is allowed, that ho
fraud in connection with naturaliza-
tion is permitted.
Revision of Naturalisation Laws.
There should 1/4.1 :I comprehensive re-
vision of the naturalization laws. The
courts having power to naturalize
should be definitely named by national
authority, the testimony upon which
naturalization may be conferred should
be definitely prescribed, publication of
impending naturalization applications
should be required in advance of their
hearing in court, the form and word-
ing of all certificates Issued should be
uniform throughout the country, and
the courts should be required to make
returns to the secretary of state at
stated periods of all naturalizations
conferred.
Not only tire the laws relating to
naturalization now defective, but those
relating to citizenship of the United
States ought also to be made the suh-ject of scientific inquiry with a view to
probable further legislation. Teo pow-
er of the government to protect the in-
tegrity of the elections of its own offi-
cials is inherent and has been recog-
nized and affirmed by repeated dec-
larations of the supreme court. There
Is no enemy of free government more
dangerous and none so Insidious as
the corruption of the electorate. I rec-
ommend the enactment of a law direct-
ed against bribery and corruption in
federal elections.
Delays In Criminal Prosecutions.
No subject Is better worthy the at-
tention of the congress than that por
eon of the report of the attorney gen-
eral dealing with the long delays and
the great obstruction to justice experi-
enced in the cages of Beavers, Green
and Gaynor and Benson. Were these
isolated and special cases I should not
call your attention to them, but the dif-
ficulties encountered as regards these
men who have been indicted for crimi-
nal practices are not exceptional. They
are precisely similar In kind to what
occurs again and again in the cane of
criminals who have sufficient means to
enable them to take advantage of a
system of procedure which has grown
up in the federal courts and which
amounts In effect to making the law
easy of enforcement against the nem
who has no money and diffieult of en
foreetnent, even to the point of some:
times securing immunity, as regards
the man who has money. Al present
the icterentm of the innocent man are
amply safeguarded, hot the interests of
the government-that Is, the interests
of honest administration; that is, the
Interests of the people- are not recog-
nized as they should he.
(The president discusses the progress
of the territories of Alaska, Hawaii
de
jrnajOgibiltibe OlikeitaleabiteakA 
.!* * /f/d110)111m)filiadikibi,.-
land Porto Rico, with recommeoestione
for changem in the present system of
government of the that named. lie de
!sires to see a tieleglite from Alaska in
congress.
Foreign Folic,.
The steady aini of -this natieti, as of
ififitiri ‘e.1.111itimi 4lilmtrliedli g 
neamrtti.orlis. lie:rleforuitclst.bedut3o
when there shell prevail throughout
the world the peace of justfie., but
there .are kinds of peace which are
highly uudesinible. which are in the
Ion* 11111 as destructive no an' war.
The goal to set before us as a !nation.
the anal which should be set before all
. mankind, IS the attainment Itrf the
peace of justice. of the peace Nebel
(1)1111.8 when each tuition IR not merely
aufeguarded in its own rightls, but
scrupulously recognizes and performs
Its duty tower() others. Ge ierally
peace tells for righteousness. but if
there is Conflict between the two then
our fealty is due first to the cm use of
righteousness. Unrighteous wars are
common and unrighteous peace s rare.
but both should be shunned, The
right of freedom and the respoinlibility
for the exercise of that right cannot be
divorced. One of our great poets has
well and finely said that freedom Is not
a gift that tarries long In the hapds of
cowards. Neither does it tarry King in
the hands of those too slothful, tho it
or too unintelligent to exercise
. it. The eternal vigilance which Is the
Price of liberty must be exercised
sometimes to guard against outside
foes, although, of course, far more of-
tea to guard against our oven selfish or
thoughtless shortcomings.
It is our duty to remember that a na-
tion has no more right to do 
n 
leit sticei
to another natio . strong or weak than
an individual has to der injustice o an-
other Individual; that the same tnoral
law applies in one case as in the ether.
But we meat also remember that it is
as much the duty of the natitni ro
guard its own rights and its own inter-
ens as Ills the duty of the incilitidual
so to do. Until some method is devistel
by which there shall be a degree Of in-
ternational control over offending na-
tions it would be a wicked thing for
the most civilized powers, for those
with most sense of international obli-
gations and with keenest and most gen-
erous appreciation of the different* be-
tween right and wrong, to disarM. If
the great civilized nations of the pres-
ent day should completely disarm!, the
result would mean an immediate re-
crudescence of barbarism In one 'roma
or another. Under any circunistanees a
sufficient armament would have to be
kept up to serve the purposes of inter-
national police, and until international
cohesion and the setae of International
duties and rights are far more ad-
vanced than at present a nation desir-
ous both of securing respect for itself
and of doing good to others must have
a force adequate for the work which It
feels is allotted to it as its part of the
general world duty. Therefore It fol-
lows that a self respecting, just and
farseeing nation should on the one
hand endeavor by every means to mild
In the development of the various
movements which tend to provide Sub-
fititutes for war, which tend to render
nations in their actions toward one an-
other and indeed toward their own
peoples more responsive to the general
sentiment of humane and civilized
manklad. and, on the other hand, that
It should keep prepared, while screpu-
lously avoiding wrongdoing Itself, to
repel any wrong and in exceptidnal
CUSPS to take action which in a more
advanced stage of international rel.m.
dons would conic under the head of
the exercise of the international police.
Arbitration Treaties.
We are in every way endeavoring to
help on, with cordini good will, every
movement which will tend to bring 11/1
into more friendly relations with the
rest of mankind. In pursuance of this
policy I shell shortly lay before the Ben-
ate treaties of arbitration with all pow-
ers which are willing to enter Into these
treaties with us. It is not possibiel at
this period of the world's development
to agree to arbitrate all matters, but
there are many matters of possible
difference between us and other na-
tions which can be thus arbitrated.
Furthermore, at the request of the in-
terparllamentnry union, an eminent
body composed of practical statesmen
from all countries, I have asked time
powers to join with this governmeto
In a second Hague conference, at which
it in hoped that the work already co
happily begun at Time Hague may be
carried scree s„teps further toward
completion. Tilie carries out the de-
sire expressed bys.the first Hague con-
ference itself.
Policy Toward Other Nations of
Western Hemisphere.
It is not ;rue that the United States
feels any land hunger or entertains
any projects as regards the oilier na-
tions of the western hemisphere sate
such as are for their welfare. All that
this country desires is to see the neigh-
boring countries stable, orderly and
prosperous. Any eountry whose people
conduct theiusel ve., well can count upon
our hearty friendelep. If a nation
shows that it knows how to act with
reasonable efficiency and decency in so-
plat and political matters, if It keeps
order and pays its obligations, it n
fear no interferenre from the United
States. Chronic wrongdoing or an ini-
petence which results in a general loofi-
ening of the ties of civilized society
may in America, as elsewhere, ulti-
mately require intervention by some
civilized nation, and In the western
hemisphere the adherence of the Unit'
ed States to the Monroe doctrine may
force the United States, however re
Inctantly, in flagrant cages of SUCIII
wrongdoing or impotence, to the czar-.
else of tin international police power.
Rights of American Citloens Abroad.
It is necessary for us firtnly to Bullet up-1
on the rights of our own citizens anrost
without regard to their creed or racei!
without regard to whether they were
ex.........teehesseikniseenefine aftweetedilAiliineL
boon here Or yarn abroad. It has
proved very difficult to seeing from
Russia the right for our Jewish fellow
citizen ta, reeehe passports and tray
through Russian territory. It la
wrong Against which we are ental
pm-mite in refuse hini his paitseitt
witheut regard to his condin t nitd Mar-
:pier, merely on racial auti religious
gropeds.
'hue Navy.
Time strong arm of the governalefit
lii eaf.ecing respect for Its just rights
In international 11111 tters is the 'levy of
the United States. I most earneat'y
recommend that there be TM halt In tie
work of upleilidIng the Auierlean navy.
We have midertaken to build the isth-
mian ea tint. We have undertaken eis.
for eurselves our just share Ile
time trade of the orient. We hers In- -dertaken to protect our citizens=
improper treatment In foreign
We continue steadily to insist 0411.014
application of the Monroe doCtrillii*
the western hemisphere. union !it
ettittule In these and all similar
is to be a mere boastful sham
cannot afford to abandon our ti
programme. Our voice Is now
for peace and is so potent because.**
are not afraid of war. But our prot-
estations rpon behalf of peace wonkI
neitite; r of
-,1‘ e nor deserve the slit-
eat attention If we were impotent totoake them good.
The Army.
Within llme last three years the Unit-
ed States lois set an example in
armament where disarmament wasproper. By law our army is fixed at
a maximum of 100.000 and a mm=
of 60,000 men. When there was Inger-
meth:En In the Philippines we kept the
army at the maximum. Peace Mai inthe Philipnities, and now our armyhas been reduced to the minimum at
which it la possible to keep it with doe
regard to Its efficiency. We should be
able, In the event of some sudden
emergency, to put into the field onefirst class army corps, which should be.
es a whole. at least the equal of anybody of troops of like number belong-ing to any other nation.
Great progress has been made In pro-tecting our coasts by adequate fortifi-
cations with sufficient guns. We
should, however, pay much more heed
than at present to the development of
an extensive system of floating mines ftfor use in mill our moreimportant bar-bore. These mines have been proved
•to be a most formidable safeguard
against hostile fleets.
The Philippines.
In the Philippine Islands there hat . 4Abeen during the past year a continua-
tion of the steady progress which ken
obtained ever since our troops definite-ly got the upper hand of the insur-
gents. The Philippine people, or, to
speak more accurately, the many
tribes and even recce; sundered from
011e another more or lees sharply who
--
go to make up the people of the Philip-
pine Islands, contain many elements
of good, and some elements which we
have a right to hope stand for prog-
ress. At present they are utterly in-
capable of existing in independence at
all or of building up a civilization of Ir
Mail' own. I firmly belleee that we I
can help them to rise higher and high- yi
er in the scale of civilization and of
capacity for self government. and I
most earnestly hope that in the end
they will be able to stand, If not en-
tirely alone, yet in some such relation
to the United States as Cuba new
stands. This end is not yet In sight,
and it may be Indefinitely postponedif our people are foolish enough to turn
the attention of the Filipinos away
from the problems of achieving moral
and material prosperity, of working
for a stable, orderly and just govern-
ment, and toward foolish and danger-
OUR intrigues for a complete independ-
ence for which they are as yet totally
unfit.
On the other hand, our people must
keep steadily before their minds the.
fact that the justification for our stay
in the Philippine; must ultimately relit
chiefly upon the good we are able to
do in the Islands. I do not overlook
the fact that in the development of our
interests in the Pacific ocean and
along its coasts the Philippines have
played and will play an important part
and that our interests have been serv-
ed In more than one way by the pos-
session of the islands. But our chief
reason fur continuing to hold them
11111Nt Is' timmmt we ought In good faith
to try to do our share of the world's
work, and this particular piece of work
has been imposed upon us by the re-
sults of the war with Spain. We are
endeavoring to develop the native*
themselves so that they shall take a*
ever Increasing share in their own gov-
ernment, and, as far as is prudent. We
are already admitting their representa-
tives to a governmental equality with
our own. There are commissioners,judges and governors in the islands
who are Filipinos and who have exact-
ly the same share in the government
of the islands as hare their colleague
who are Americans, while in the lower
ranks, of course, the great =sprit/ of
the public servants are Irilipinos.
Within two years we shall be trying
the experiment of an elective lower
house in the Philippine legislature. If
the Filipinos act with wisdom and self
restraint, if they show that they are
capable of electing a legislature which
In its turn Is capable of taking a sane
and efficient part in the actual work of
government. they can rest assured that
a full and Increasing measure of nec-
ognition will be given them.
Every measure taken concerning the
Islands should be taken primarily with
a view to their advantage. We should
certainly give them lower tariff rates
on their exports to the United States.
If this is not done It will be a wrong
to extend our shipping laws to thriesoi
I earnestly hope for the immediate -7 se
enactment Into law of the legislation
now pending to encourage American
capital to seek Investment In the is-
lands in rallroada, In factories. In Plan-'
tattoos and in lambasts/ and tolobill•
7SEVEN REASONS WHY
FOLEY'S
HONEY AND TA
is a Household Favorite Everywhere for
Coughs, Colds, Croup, Bronchitis, Pneumonia,
Grippe and all other Throat and Lung Troubles
1 It quickly stops coughing, tickling in throat, difficult breathingand pain in the chest and lungs.
2 It immediately relieves the spasms of Croup and WhoopingCough and effects a speedy cure.
3 It contains no opiates or other poisons and can be given withsafety to children and delicate persons.
4 It contains no harsh expectorants to strain the lungs or astrin_gents to dry the secretions and cause constipation.
It prevents Pneumonia and Consumption, strengthens the lungs
and cures LaGrippe and its after effects.
It will cure Consumption and Asthma in the early stages and
give comfort and relief in the most hopeless cases.
7 It is pleasant to take and at once produces a soothing andstrengthening effect on the lungs.
A Severe Cold For Three Months.
The following letter from A. J. Nusbaum, of Bates-
ville, Ind., tells its own story: "I suffered for three
months with a severe cold. A druggist prepared me
some medicine, and a physician prescribed for me,
yet I did not improve. I then tried FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR, and eight doses cured me."
A Chattanooga Druggist's Statement.
Robert J. Miller, proprietor of the Read House Drug
Store, of Chattanooga, Tenn., writes: "There is
more merit in FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR than in
any other cough syrup. The calls for it multiply won-
derfully and we sell more of it than all other cough
syrups combined."
SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
Sold by Cook & Higgins
'-‘,/ •
',SOWN
Illinois !SENT PM
Central 1 to;housekeepers
Railroad Liebig COMPANY'S
TIME Extract of Beef
CARD Cook Book
Effective Sunday,:April 3rd
NO. 388, DAILY.
Leaves Hopkineville '44' a re
Arrives Princeton.„ 740 a m
" 'Paducah 926 a m
Cairo 11:86 am
Arrives St. Louis 6:18 p in
Arrives Chicago ........10:60 p Ui
NO. 834, DAILY 
Leaves Hopkinsville 12:46 a tn
Arrives Princeton  I :55 p m
" Henderson. 8:00 p m
" Evansville. a:46 p m
1. Princeton ...........2:(8 p
Arrives Louisville 7:00 p m
Loaves Princeton. 3.00 p in
Arrives Paducah. ... 4:16 p m
Arrives Memphis 11:00 pm
A2rivesoNew 0,1e-sus 10:00 a m
NO 340 DAILY
Leaves Hoek ineville  4:30 p m
Arrive,. Prteceton 8.80 p m
Princeton 2:67 a m
Arrives Loeissille  .7:60 am
&—sivt— Priticeton  2:36 a m
Arrives Memphis 8.20 a m
" New Orleans 755 p tri
telling how to presare
mud delicious dishes
04drees Llebis Co., P, 0 Rot Z7
Nasal
CATARRH
/n ail its stages.
Ely's Lream Balm
cleansee, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a sold is the head
quickly.
Cream Balm le placed into the nostril s, epreada
over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief le im•
mediate and a cure follows. Its not drying—does
not prod ace sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Drug.
gists or 1,y mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
UT BROTHERS, SS Warren street. New York
Don't
You
Want
No 84I'dally ar.Hopkinsville 9:40 a m To
No 888 daily arrives " 3:50 p in
No881 daily, arriVi16 " 10:26 pu.
1 F. W. Harlow, D. P. A..
Louisville, Ky. E. C. COON,
Agt., Honkinaville
F W Harlvw P A. Louisville.
A J McDougall, D P A, New Orleans
A H Hanson, P A, Chicago.
Own
Your
Own,
Tho South Ken
tucky Building &
Loan Association
will 1;slp you OD
easy monthly pay-
ments-4
If you want to
save money and be
getti lg interest on
it all the time let
Jim A Scott, A 0 P A, Memphis Home us sell you some
stock as an invest-
ment.
Tennessee Central R R Por particulars address
TIME TABLE. Henry C. Gant, Pres.
Effective Sunday June 6th. I J E. McPherson, Sec
TRAIN NO. 1. Pamonger—Dally.
Ii. Hopkinsville 816 am
At. Clarksville. 7.19 am Hunter Wood, Hunter Wood Jr
Ar. Ashland City 8 113 am Hunter WOod 41 Son
At. Nashville  9 16 a in 1 Attys-at-Law.
TRAIN NO 8. Dally—Psasenger. I °Moe in Hopper Block upstairs
LI. Hopkimiville , 410 p m over Planters Bank.
At. Clarksville 5,4188.2A np ,,r2 HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKYAr. Ashland City
.7- .217 „‘' „--; itir Special attention to cases in
At. Nashville ' w v - bankruptcy.
ErINF.* 
ARRIVE At Hopkinsville
2—Dally 9.85 p. M
41,—Daily 12:01 p. in
??
Axed Trains. Daily except Sunday. 1
1111, arrive.Hop Linville 11:00 pm.
leaves HopkinsvilleII:00 pm
=Ton, R. IL Sannwoon
tam ototirr.
• .1v*Ogit
1 4 ,
BAILEY WALLER
Licensed embalmer and
rungrai Director.
With Waller & Rogers, Furniture
and Undertaking,
aol*BAd.
ral dlifot night. 6
I
40
•
Cured Paralysis.
W. S. Bailey, P. 0. True,' Texas,
writes: "My wife had been suffer-
ing five years with paralysis in her
arm, when I was persuaded to use
Ballard's Snow Liniment, which
cured her all right. I have also used
it for old sores, frosbites and skin
eruptions. It does the work." 26c,
50c, $1. Ray dc Fowler.
-)ver-worK W akent,
You kidneys,
:nhcalthy Lidocys Mak( Impure mood
All the ,,lood in your body passes througr
/0,1( kidneys once, every three minuies.
iss The kidneys are youi
blood purifiers. they fi
Ie. out the waste cs
tmptisities in the ol:iod
If they are sick or ou
„t order, ttey fail to dr
O'er work.
Pains, achesardrheu
matism some from as
cess of uric -cid in thi
blood, due tc neslecte..
J
lney trouble
Kidnee trouble causes quick or unstead•
least r •ts, and makes one fee; at thoug.
net ii. d hear trouble, because the heas
ier-working in pumping thick, kidnei.
)ouoned band through veins and arteries,
I: used to be considered that only urinal y
troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
bat no modetn science proves that nearly
all constitutional diseases have ;heir begin-
ar In Sidney trouble.
it you are sisk yes - mase no mistake
ly first doctoring kidnsys 'Cis, mile
and the extraordinary effect o: tei;meSs
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy is
soon reahzed. It stands the highest Iv itf
sonderful cures of the most .listreSSinc cta.slt,
and i3 sold on its mer.
ay all druggist.: in fifty-
cent and cns-dollar siz-
es. You may haws a
sample bottle by ma,! flow, of tioze,p.tt.4.
fres, also pamphlet telling you how to find
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co.. Binghamton. N Y.
Don't make any mistake, but re
member the name, Swamp-Rpot, Dr.
Ellimer's Swamp-Root, and the ad-
dress, Ringhampton, N. Y., on every
bottle.
To accommodate those who
are partial to the use of atomizers in
applying liquids into the nasal pas-
sages for catarrhal troubles, the pro-
prietors prepare Ely's Liquid Cream
Balm. Price including the spraying
tube is 76 cents. Druggists or by
mall. The liquid embodies the medi-
cinal properties of the solid prepara-
tion. Cream Balm is quickly absorb-
ed by the membrane and does notdry
up the secretions but changes OM
to a natural and healthy cbsrter.
Ely Brothels, &Marren
4
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL.
LESSON XI, FOURTH QUARTER, INTER-
NATIONAL SERIES, DEC. 11.
Text of the Leasoon. II Kings svII,
6-1S-31e ..... r Verses, 16..1s.—tioltien
Text. I Pet. III. 12--Commentari Pre-
pared by Rev. D. 31. Stearns.
[Copyright, 11101, by Ameoloan Pres. ....Mallon.]
The first verse of our lesson and the
opening verse's of the chapter state the
fact that Shalmaneser, king of Assyria.
carried the ten tribes of Israel Into cap-
tivity. Ile first subdued them and
made them tributary to him, but when
he found that Hoshea. their king, wits
secretly treating with the king of
Egypt and falling to pay tribute to
Assyria, then he made him e prisoner
and carried Israel away. Verses 7 to 12
give the reason why God permitted
this. The ten tribes had persistently
sinned against Him, doing just like the
heathen whom Ile had cast out before
them, walking in their statutes and
serving their idols, whereof the Lord
had said unto them, "Ye shall not do
this thing" (verse 12). in chapter
xvill. 10-12, the summery is that in the
sixth year of lImeiciah. king of Judah.
which was the ninth year of Hoslieit.
king of Israel, Samaria was taken.
after a three years' siege, and Israel
was carried away into Assyria, because
they obeyed not the voice of the Lord
their God, but transgressed His cove
nant and all that Moses, the servant of
the Lord, commanded, and would not
hear them nor do them.
Hosea, the prophet, had warned them
that because of their rebellion ;against
God Samaria would be desolate and
her people fall by the sword (Hoe. xill,
16). In the very beginning of their
history He had warned them by His
servant Moses that if they would walk
contrary to Him and persist in it Ile
would bring their land into desolation
and scatter them among the heathen
(Lev. xxvi. 32, 33; Dent. 'avid, 36. 64;
mils, 27, 28). Because He is slow to
anger and plenteous in mercy Ile bore
long with them. From Jeroboam, son
of Nebat, who made lorael to sin, to
Hoshea's ninth year was about 260
years, and during all that time there
was not one ruler who taught them to
do right in the sight of tile Lord. All
walked in the steps of Jeroboam, Omni
and Ahab being two of the Worst. Be-
cause judgment was not promptly
meted out to them they probably
thought that it would never come -
that God did not see or did not care.
It was and Is ever true that "because
sentence against an evil work is not
executed speedily therefore the heart
of the sons of men Is fully set in them
to do evil" (Etre!. vill, Ili. The scoffers
of the last days are in our midst. They
walk after their own lusts and say.
-Where is the promise of His coming?
for since the fathers fell asleep all
things continue as they were from the
beginning of the creation" (11 Pet.
ill, 3. is
There were scoffers in the days of
Noah (Job xxii, 15-18), in the days of
Lot ((len. xix, 14) and in the days of
Enoch (Jude 14-16), but the deluge
came and the fire from heaven. and all
the ungodly perished. And so it will
be again, for the mouth of the Lord
bath spoken it. -The Lord Jesus shall
be revealeil fr heaven with His
mighty angels. iii darning fire taking
vengeance on them that know not Go,'
and that obey not the gospel of our
Lord Jesus Christ; who shall be pun-
Wits' with everlasting destruction from
the presence of the Lord and from the
glory of Ills power when He Khali
come to be glorified In His saints and
to be admired in all them that believe
In that day" (II Thess. 1. 7-10).
These and similar sayings seem hard,
and many will not receive them, but
they are from God, who is love and
who is not willing that any ghoul(' per-
ish, and He has in love warned people
of the result of despising His love. He
loves all people, but Ile cannot love sin.
Concerning Israel lie said. '•I have giv-
en the dearly beloved of My soul into
the hand of her enemies" Wen xli,
"0 Israel, thou hest destroyed thyself.
but in Me Is thine help:" 00 Israel, re,-
turn unto the Lord thy God" (Hom. sill.
9; xlv, Is By all the prophets He tes-
tified against Israel and against Judah.
saying. "Turn ye from your evil ways
and keep My commandments aud My
statutes," but they would not hear Ilina
TI.ey did not believe in the Lord their
(1/3od-18.). Therefore the Lord was very
angry with Israel and removed theta
out of His sight. There was none left
but the tribe of Judah only (verses
For a little while longer He bore with
Judah, but they also mocked the mes-
sengers of God am! despised His words
and misused His prophets until the
wrath of the Lord arose against Ills
people, till there was no remedy (11
Chron. xxxvi, 1111. In due time, long
after their return from captivity, God
sent to them His Son, but Him they
also despised and rejected and cruel all
fled, and among His last words to them
you and ye would not. Be-gathered 
re these: "How often would I have G
hold, your house is left unto you deso-
late, for 1 say unto you, Ye shall not
see me henceforth till ye shall say,
Blessed is lie that cometh in the name
of the Lord" (Matt. xxiii, 37-310.
In this age, the age of Israel's rejec-
tion, we are now living, and the risen
Christ at God's right hand is gathering
out from all the nations by His spirit
and His word, Ills body, the church
which shall reign with Him when He
shall return for the restoration of all
things whieb God bath spoken by the
mouth of iill His holy prophets since
the world begaiS(Acts iii, 20, 21). Like
the true prophets of God, we are to
be His faithful witnesses whether men
will hear or forbear, and rejoice that
we are unto God a sweet savor of
Christ in them that are saved and in
them that perish (II Cot. 11, 124 and
that in spite of all ntacist Ui IMP,
pose shall be accompgalg44
: t '
900 mops
alllaglIIMMETICMWS031191:q0„,
AVegetable Preparation for As-
similating theFood andllegula -
ling the Stoinsvhs and Bowels of
INEIN 1" HILDR1 N
Promotes Digestion,CheerFul-
ness and Rest.Contains neither
ppium,Morphine nor Mineral.
NOT NAIR c OTIC.
larg:e me au re-serenzffirrirfi
1644.4 
2t=m;iwao
Aix Senna •
Roduil. Ss* -
Am:or
A perfect Remedy for Constipa.
Tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms ,Convulsions ,Feverish-
ness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
FarSimile Signature of
ar4/1 .-
NEW YORK.
\ 1 CI li% told
linos) - I Ni
EXACT COPY OF VAAPPER.
CASIMIR
For Infante and Children.
The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of
In
,
For Over
Thirty Years
CASTOR
ORMS!
For 20 Years Has iWiliorm Rome is.
WHITE'S CREAM
VER MIFUCE
!lost uantity. — Beet le
Za 201r AA is Ira ra MIL V tar GIs 11111 115 •
1Proparses JAMES F. BALLARD, et. Louts.
Sold by Ray QM reviler.
ouisville and Nashville Rddroad
TIME CARD. Effect**. Apeil 13th.
NORTH. ' SOUTH.
No 62 St Louis Express. _19.41 am No 51 St Louis Express SlSptfl
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail. ..10:20 pm •No 68 St Louis Fast Mail a
No 92 Chicage and New No 93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited SAO a in Orleans Limited  12:01 a to
No 68 Hopk insville Accom. H:46 p m No 66 Hopkinsvllle Accom. .d:40 a in
*Does nct stop
Nos E2 and 64 connect at St Louis for all poLuts west.
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as Erin
and foi Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 68 and 66 make direct connection at GOthrie for Louisville, On
einnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 68 and 66 also soonnied
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through tc Chicago and will not Carr, paesstessers to points
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, 'scission ville. St Augustine
and 'Pewee, Fla Also Pullman sleepare to New O•leane. Connects at
Guthrie for points east and West.
J C. HOOE. Art
pr-s,
1
YouTake Quinine
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a v:ollin
of malaria.
Don't Do It. It. Dangerous.
W. 11 admit it will cure malaria., but it leaves
almost deadly after effects.
HERBINE
purely vegetsblo end eb9olute1y guaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliousness,
and all stomach, kidney and liver nohiplaiuts.
TRY IT TO-DAY.
30 Cams a Bottle. All Druggists.
Sold by Ka,' CD. Fowler
Pay Spot Cash for
PRODUCE and FEED
Eggs Poultry
Pelts Furs
Wool Hides Sheen
Hay Corn Oats
We pay the market prices and spot cash; we buy
quantities—large and small. Ready to do business
time Cali and see us for prices.
in
at
W %V 11y& Co
jI Ninth St., near L.(111 N. Depot
+4
BRAME'S STABLE
Successor to Goiay & Brame. Cor. 7th & Vir. Sts.
LIVERY AND FEED STABLE
For a .ice drive, up-to-date rigs and courteous attention give
me a call. Hack service for the city—meeting all trains. Fun.-
ral and wedding parties a specialty. Home phone 1818, Cumber.
lanJ phone 32. I Will be glad -to have all my friends give in.
their patronage.
Howard ram*, • Hop ovine, W.
men. hut alif gation repudiated by
her creditors.
Borrowed upwards of $1,000,000 in
large amouuta from leading bankers.
Spent a fabulous fortune on house
furnishings, jewelry and !ors.
Won the confidence of men. appar-
ently- ruined by her operations, who
still have faith in her solvency and
intentions to settle all debts.
Brought powerful but tnysterious
friends to her aid in the hour of in-
ternational notorietY,.
Daughters of Confederacy.
The Daughters of the Confederacy
will hold a business meeting :Satur-
day afternoon at 2 o'clock in the par-
lors of Hotel Latham. A full at-
tendance is requested.
r-
e' A ,:......1) i
raexavor - ; /3-,:r • 1: I .3 4',4
For hard colds, hro::clii:i3. i
asthma, and coughs of all '
kinds, you cannot take any- -
thing better than Ayer':: ti
Cherry
Pecton-
Cherry Pectoral 
-
own doctor if this
He uses it. He enderst..n:
why it soothes and •.
I had a terrible cough for
took Ayers Cherry Pectori.1 •bottle completely mired me..
Elba .1. li. DANFORTII,
ISe.,30c
All dreg Rts for mar it& / fig
Coughs,
I.TS•
You win ha.o.w
Ong one ct
WITNESSES BONE
MRSIMARCUM SAYS THEY
! WERE ENTICED AWAY
Sensational Charges Made
Against Defendants In a
8100,000 Suit.
(Special to New Era.)
i WINCHESTER, Ky., Dec. 8.—In
an affidavit flied before Judge Ben-
ton here yesterday Mrs. Abrelia
Marcum, in her suit for $100,000 .am-
ages against former Senator Ale.x.
Hargis, Judge James Hargis, Sheriff
I Ed Callahan arid B. F. French charg-
ed that defendants lisd enticed away
three of her main wituessee. She
latiked to rule of contempt against
I the def larits and that a special
bailiff be appointed to secure the
witnesses. The bailiff Was appointed,
but the coetempt proceedings will
not be taken up until after the trial,
!which had to be postponed today on
account of the illness of Judge Har-
gis.
The ladies of the Christian ehurch
will give an oyster titipper Friday
night and dinner Saturday. Admis-
alga XL dlt
:-ee4
Baking Powder
Saves Heald,.
The use of Royal Md(ing Powder is
essential to the heauhfulness of the
family food.
Yeast ferments the food.
Alum baking powders are injurious.
Royal Baking Powder saves health.
ROVAi.. BAKING POWDER oC NEW YORK.
. iFORFEITS $10,000
AMERICAN BOOK COMPA.
NY LOSES SUIT.
Violates. Its Agreemeet By
Belling Books at Lower
Prices Elsewhere.
(Special to New Era)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec.8.— In an
opinion by Judge O'Rear, the court
of appeals affirmed, with damages,
the judgment of the Mason county
circuit court in the case of the Amer-
icon Book Company against C. D.
Wells, county superintendent, in
which it was held that the appellant
company violin.' forfeit to the state
for the use of the common school
fund $10,000, a bond furnished. The
whole court considered the appeal
and unites in the affirmation of the
lower court's judgment.
The action was instituted by the
superintendent of common scilools of
Mason county to recover of the ,
American Book Company on,a bond
given to the state board of educatice,
conditioned that ti 13 company would,
If Its school books be adopted, sell
them to patrons of the common
schools of several counties at prices
not greater than it at the same time
sold tbe taine books to the patrons
of schools in other states. It was
shown in the lower court that the
appellant company sold the same
books in two townships in Ohio at '
lower pric-s, thus violating the pro-
visions of the pond given.
MRS, CASSIE CHADWICK
Who She is and What She's
Done, Briefly Presented.
Reared In An unpre▪ tentious Cana-
dian home.
Her antecteteeta and early history
surrour d ii in tol.tery.
Friends declare the mystery of her
birth was made known to her cm-
paratively receney. 
Married in 1896 to Dr Leroy S.1 CHICAGO PROVISIONS
Chadwick, a well known physician (By W. D. Cooper,Broker.)
of Cleveland. WHEAT— Open. High. Low. Close
Accused of iresmeric in flu nce over Dec 1083 l08,-4" ION 1083..11Wav ..... 110,Is 1113 10918 111,14
CONN—
Dec 4538 4638 451•8 46
May._  4438 4438 4438 443,
OATS—
Dec 2843 28Y
May 303-8 soy,, auk,
PORK—
Jan 125(1 1251) 12 40
May 12 80 12 82 12 70
LARD—
Jar 687 687 6 80 682
May 706 705 702 706
RIBS—
May 670 670
Rev. Ham Returns.
Rev. M. F. ham has returned from
Waco, Texas, where he conducted
revival and had about seventy con-
versions. He went to Waco from
Lebanon, Tenn., where he held a un-
ion meeting resulting, in 260 conver-
sions. He will rest up a while at
home here and will go to Petersburg,
Florida, the first of January to hold
a meeting.—Bowling Green Times.
Journal.
11.11111101111P010010100111iNtswitggiiwetiossiiiiiiississexosissoissii, ,
ROYAL 
51.1PID IN COUNTY.
SENDS DARTS THROUGH
MANY HEARTS.
Dr. Hymen Called In And
Skillfully Treats The
Wounds.
FOX'S BUSIRISS SGHO
Boot Molt %Noll anti Tfintilifil
PUPILS will be requested to pay ,ten dollars at the commencement and balanceDollars after the course has been compR,ted. Night classes will begin Jan. 2,for those who cannot attend in day. Lectures on Law will be•given from time to(From Wednesday's t'aily.) to assist pupils who have passed through the Correspondence Course to officialMr. Will Long and Miss DoviePupils will be famished model speeches for Lawyers, l'Oblic School Teachers. ChuSocieties, Fraternal Orders, College Fraternities, Editors Chautauqua Assembles,YSkates were married this afternoon 
at 2:30 o'clock at the bride's home 
Ilir 
Clubs, Miscellaneow. After-Dinner speeches, etc.; etc. Home Study Ccursemeet the approval of those who are energetice Competent pupils will be anisnear Crofton, the ceremony being securing lucrative positions. For particulars address HAMPTON FOX, Conpronounced by Rev. H. L. Melton. and 5th street, Hopkinsville, Ky. 5twaw 3m d8Mr. Isaac Henderson and Mies Icy
West will be married Sunday after-
noon at 4 o'clock at the bride's home,
near Ovil, by 'Squire J. M. Clark.
squire J. M. Clark solemnized the
bonds of matrimony this afternoon
at 8 o'clock between Mr. W. 'I'. Ar-
nold and Mrs. Addle Smith. The
wedding took place at the bride's
home near Fruit Hill,
Mr. E. H. Ellis and Miss I. F.
Hancock were married Sunday at Claim
the home of the bride at Weaver's
Store, Tenn., by Rev. J. U. Joner.
Mr. W. J. Brasher and Miss DeIia
Teague were married Sunday at the
home of the bride in Mannington.
The ceremony was pronounced by
Rev. W. G. Teague, father of the
bride.
11 
SCARE IS SEIM
SMALLPDX PATIENTS ARE
DOING WELL.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Reports regaiding the smallpox
situation continue to be favorable,
and the scare has practically subsid-
ed. The citizena of the county have
learned that the rumors about alarm-
Mg conditions in Hopkinsvillo were
not grounded on facts and that dan-
gle of anything like an epidemic
here is passed. But one new case in
the city is reported. Ail infant child
of Mr. Ford Wright on Fourteeiith
street has developed the disease.
The condition of the patients at the
city hospital t)day shows general
improvement, and none of the six
cases there Is regarded as serious.
Patients in the colored hospitals of
the county are being discharged dai-
ly and furnished with certificates of
health. Fourteen cases were dis-
missed at Concord today, and by
next week a majority of the persons
in the hospital will be entirely well.
Thre e new cases developed yesterday
among negroes and were at once sent
to the hospital. This morning a ne-
gro who lived in the county found he
had the diseaH,) and started walking
to the camp. The smallpox Wagon
was sent to Meet him. Mr. Sam
I White, prominent citizen of the Ju
iiaii neighborh000, has the disease.
HAIM ESTATE I
per annum for their board and at-
tention while they were confined In
the Institution. It is then alleged
that the deceased was confined in Ole
asylum from Sept. 30, 1897. to April
OF CHARLES HARRY ASY- 24, 1904, and that they are permittled
LUM BRINGS SUIT. by the law to recover this amodnt
from the estate. The estate referred
Is Made In Petition
For 8985.40 For Board
and Attention.
Suit has been flied for $985.40 in the
name of the Western Kentucky Asy-
lum for the Insane and S. W. Hager,
state auditor against W. I'. Winfree,
administrator of the estate of Charles
Harry, who died while an inmate of
the asylum last Anti!.
The - petition sets forth the provi-
sion of the law whereby they can soe
intestate patients in the IUIII of $200
_
to is claimed to beabout $1,000, whitih
was left to the dead man by his fa-
ther while he was still confined in
the saylum and which is now in the
hands of the administrator.
Calls Meeting.
President Hawkins, of tile Hurley
Tobacco OP:Mere' company, has
called another mass meeting of the
growers for next Monday at Lexing-
ton. He Says Unless the growers
raise the 000,000 capita! stock, the
movement to control the output Will
fail.
Foley's Honey and Tar
Dueliffinutei,:ough GUre ceughs and colds and prevents pnee.
Car riouss;.1:-. Corea bud Croup, monis. Take no substitutes.
AFTER 40 TEA
Mr. Dan Whittaker, of Ow
ky, Sees His Brother.'
(Special to New Era.)
UNION CITY, Tenn., Dec. 8.—
Rev. Milton Whittaker. of Kennett.
Mo , and his brother, D. M. Whitt&
ker, of HopkInsville, Ky., are hare
on a visit to their sisters, Mr. W.
kins and Mrs. Callie Whipple. 11.0
brothers and sisters are the childre*
of the late Daniel Whittaker, u
prominent ploneer of Obion county.
The brothers have met again atter*,
separation of forty years, having' •
never seen each other since their
first marriages, two score years ago.
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•He is about eighty years of age. Dr.
Jackson fears it would be hazardous •
to remove him to the hospital. His
house, which is half a mile from the 2
road, has been quarantined.
PANIC IN 11-0-CKS,
28;i; Big Slump In 'Prices and
303i Great Excitement.
12 47 
NEW YORK, Dec. 8.—A panic
12 77 swept the stock exchange today. gir
• 
All Jackets Formerly Sold at 12.50 to 16.50
Support was withdrawn from the
NEW YORK STOCK EXCRANUE.
matket and there was a general big •
slump in prices. Excitement was in-
tense. Prices/mailed slightly before 2 
.the market closed. 
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LADIES tIgKETS
Cut Lowiams—
 en
I.To clean up the Cloaks forthe season, we make thefollowingextraordina+cuts
on our extire stock Jackets:
 a
All Jackets Formerly Sold for $7,50 at
 $5.63 
All Jackets Formerly Sold for 310100 t
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